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...Well, I woke up this morning 

Got myself a beer 

Well, I woke up this morning 

Got myself a beer 

Well, the future's uncertain 

The end is always near..."

Roadhouse Blues, The Doors.
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SUMMARY

The aim of this thesis is to test the recently proposed effective Lagrangian 

for 7t,p and y physics, called the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) model, against 

experimental data on the process yy—»pp.

To this end Chapter 1 is a general introduction, motivating the interest in 

studying the HLS model in particular and pointing out its relation to composite 

models of Higgs and W/Z bosons. It is noted that there is a crucial sector of this 

model that has, until now, remained untested. It is observed that this untested sector 

can be probed by comparing the predictions of the model with the well established 

data on yy—>pp; which in itself is an interesting process and in need of better 

theoretical understanding.

Chapter 2 is an introduction to the HLS model and in section (i) the 

construction of the model Lagrangian is presented. The HLS model has an arbitrary 

parameter 'a', it is shown in section (ii) that so far the attempts to determine 'a' by 

some "underlying" symmetry principle fail when confronted with phenomenology. 

In section (iii) the pivotal role of the HLS model of vector mesons in the Skyrmion 

picture of baryon physics is explained. Section (iv) summarises the chapter and 

underlines the need to test the HLS model fully.

Chapter 3 is a summary of the current experimental and theoretical status 

of Yy_>v 1v 2 physics (V12=p, co, k*, cp). It is emphasised that there is still room 

for a "conventional explanation" of the process yy—>pp.Thus the second strand of 

the thesis is testing the possibility of the HLS model explaining the data on yy-*pp.

Chapter 4 is the first order, or tree-level, calculation of yy—»pp in the HLS 

model, it is found to be in disagreement with experimental data. Which leads us to 

consider in chapter 5 the motivation for a one loop calculation of yy->pp; the 

approach taken in estimating the loop corrections, in the spirit of chiral perturbation 

theory, is outlined.

In chapter 6 the loop diagram calculation for yy-»p°p° is presented, the
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results indicate that the perturbative expansion fails. It is thus necessary to check this 

result before proceeding any further with the loop calculation.The p+p_ scattering 

amplitudes in the HLS model are shown to violate unitarity in chapter 7, this is an 

independent check on the loop diagram 'calculation in chapter 6.

In chapter 8 it is concluded that the HLS model fails to describe yy—>pp 

perturbatively. The discussion of the results of this thesis includes an outline of 

several interesting possibilities for future work.
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Chapter 1 General Introduction

In attempting to construct models of the 'real world' a theoretical physicist 

generally aims to use a minimum number of physical principles. So that these 

physical principles can be tested by calculating consequences of the model to see 

whether or not they agree with experimental observation. The aim is to then 

generalise or expand upon those principles, which have been validated, in the hope 

of explaining experimental results previously without theoretical understanding 

and/or to make predictions as to what the experimentalist might measure in the 

future.

The generally accepted fundamental theory of the Strong Interactions is 

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), an SU(3)C (colour) gauge theory. QCD is a 

generalisation of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), a U(l) gauge theory, the highly 

successful quantum field theory of electron and photon interactions.

The strongly interacting particles so far observed are colour singlet 

composites of quark-anti-quark (mesons) and three quark (baryons) states; the 

quarks being bound together by gluons, the gauge bosons of QCD.

However there is a major problem with QCD, how to construct from QCD a 

theory of Hadron Dynamics ? This many-bodied problem is made more difficult 

because QCD is asymptotically free, that is perturbation theory is only valid for 

processes at very high energies, whereas the observed strongly interacting panicles 

7t,p ,..., p,n,A,... are, by comparison, low energy phenomena. Meson and baryon 

physics lies within the non-perturbative regime of QCD.

Consequently the hope is to derive an effective Lagrangian (Lcff) from QCD, 

in which the degrees of freedom are mesons and baryons, de&ibing Hadron 

Dynamics. In general this is an extremely difficult task, the best that can be done at 

the moment is to construct various L^/s and to test them against experimental data.

A good example of an effective Lagrangian is



f2
L = ^ T r ( ^ ( U(x)^“U(x), ) , U(x) = exp(2i7If(x)T‘ )  ( l . l )

f = pion decay constant

the Weinberg Lagrangian [2],[3]. QCD has a SU(3)lX SU(3)r  chiral symmetry, 

which is known to be broken to the vector subgroup SU(3)V with 32- l=8 massless 

Goldstone bosons resulting from the spontaneously broken symmetry.

This spontaneously broken chiral symmetry is realised in non-linear form by 

equation (1.1), we have restricted ourselves to the case of 511(2^x811(2^—>SU(2)V 

with the pion being the Goldstone boson. Georgi [1] gives a particularly clear 

'derivation' of equation (1.1). The exponential form of (1.1) is not a unique 

non-linear realization, Coleman et al [2] show that all non-linear realizations of 

broken chiral symmetry are equivalent in the sense of giving the same S-matrix 

elements.

Equation (1.1) is also frequently referred to as a (G/H) non-linear sigma 

model, where in this case G= SU(2)LxSU(2)R and H=SU(2)V; not wishing to delve 

into the 'pure' mathematics of non-linear sigma models but basically the quantity 

U(x) takes values in the group manifold G/H ie U(x)e G/H.

The Weinberg Lagrangian (1.1) is an effective Lagrangian for pion 

dynamics, describing low energy kk scattering [4,5]. In fact a loop expansion using

(1.1) can be performed [5], called chiral perturbation theory. Although originally

(1.1) was simply a "mnemonic device" for reproducing the results of curent algebra 

[3].

The aim of this thesis is to study and test a particular effective Lagrangian, 

namely the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) model of vector mesons proposed by 

Bando et al [6].

The full details of the HLS model will be given in chapter 2. However 

roughly speaking the HLS model can be regarded as an 'extension' of the Weinberg
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Lagrangian (1.1), in the sense that the G/H non-linear sigma model (1.1) is invariant 

under Gglobal whereas the HLS Lagrangian is constructed to be Ggiobalx Hlocal 

invariant. The concept of such a hidden local symmetry first emerged in supergravity 

theories [7], where it was also shown [7]-[9]that the gauge fields of the HLS H]ocal 

(=SU(2)V in the Bando et al [6] model) are composite particles this was motivated 

by CPN1 two dimensional models wherein meson+meson=vector.

Under the crucial assumption that the underlying dynamics (QCD) generate 

the kinetic term for the HLS gauge field Bando et al [6] argue that one should 

identify the p meson with the dynamical gauge bosons of the HLS.

By fixing the one parameter in the model to one unique value the HLS m odel 

successfully reproduces p meson phenomenology, namely the KSRF relation[10], 

universality of the p coupling gp7ni= g PNN= •••[H] when electromagnetism is 

included p dominance of the electromagnetic form factor [11]. In fact the HLS 

Lagrangian [6] is identical to the phenomenological Lagrangian due to Weinberg

[12], in which the p meson is the gauge boson of a gauged chiral symmetry but with 

the p mass put in 'by-hand' instead of 'dynamically generated' as it is in the HLS 

model.

The HLS Lagrangian is an attractive model because not only does it reproduce 

well known p meson phenomenology, but also because of the 'neat' manner in 

which the chiral symmetries are used to generate the Lagrangian. Also the HLS 

model is very easily generalised to (i) include the axial-vector meson Aj by taking 

Hlocai=SU(2)Lx SU(2)r and (ii) include the other low lying vector mesons co,k*,cp 

by enlarging the HLS to Hlocal=U(3)v (this also requires enlargment of G to 

U(3)lxU(3)r ).

One of the main reasons for wanting to study and fully test the HLS model of 

p mesons is the pivotal role it recently assumed in the construction of a unified 

effective Lagrangian of strong interactions.

1 1



It was originally found by Skyrme [13], over 25 years ago , that the 

Lagrangian (1.1) admitted soliton solutions, called Skyrmions; Skyrme suggested 

that these solitons be identified as baryons. The Skyrmion was only recently revived 

when Witten [14] showed that by add ing the Wess-Zumino term to the action, that 

the soliton solutions possessed the correct spin and statistics to be identified with 

baryons. Since this brealthrough there has been a great deal of interest in the 

possibility that the Skyrmion (soliton of the pion field) is an effective description for 

baryon physics. For a review of Skyrmion physics see, for example, Zahed and 

Brown [15].

What has not been mentioned so far is that the solitons arising from the 

Lagrangian (1.1) are energetically unstable and collapse unless a stabilization term

Lc. = —L  Tr[a U .lA a  U.Uf]
S k y rm e  2  L a  p  J

32e

is added to (1.1). However ithas been claimed by Igarashi et al [16] that thep meson 

(and other vector mesons by extension of Hlocal), as a dynamical gauge boson of an 

HLS stabilises the Skyrmion. The details of this will be discussed in chapter 2(ii). 

The main point to be drawn from this is the construction of a unified effective 

Lagrangian for mesons and baryons, where mesons are described by a model based 

on an extension of chiral symmetry with the baryons emerging as solitons, of the 

mason field, stabilized by the vector meson.

The unified effective Lagrangian outlined above is made more interesting by 

the highly suggestive results of the large Nc-limit of QCD [17],[18]. For an SU(NC) 

colour gauge theory in the limit Nc— 't Hooft showed that QCD becomes a theory 

of an infinite number of interacting mesons and glueballs, later Witten [14],[18] 

showed that baryons could emerge as chiral solitons of these meson fields. This fits 

in very well with the chiral symmetry/ Skyrmion picture of mesons and baryons, but 

it shftd be reiterated that the large Nc limit is only suggestive because in the'real
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world' the number Nc=3 is generally well established.

Looking to the future, there is another interesting aspect to the HLS model, 

namely as a prototype for composite models. Because as the next generation of 

colliders start to produce data around the 1 TeV region it is hoped to begin to get 

indications as to vj^ther or not the currently 'fundamental' particles quarks, leptons 

and weak gauge bosons are composite.

One possible theory of compositeness is Technicolour, basically an analogue 

of QCD, with all the inherent non-perturbative problems that has; the techni-fermions 

combine to make composite Goldstone bosons which are then responsible for the 

spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry.

So to calculate consequences of a Technicolour theory one would really like to 

work with an effective Lagrangian 'derived' from the Technicolour Lagrangian. The 

HLS Lagrangian is just such a prototype [chapter 8 of ref. 19] effective Lagrangian 

for Technicolour, with the dynamical gauge bosons being indentified with the 

techni-p meson.

A much more speculative possibility [chapter 8 of ref. 19] is that of the HLS 

model being an effective Lagrangian for composite W/Z boson models, that is the 

W/Z bosons are 'fully' composite^ opposed to the Technicolour picture where just 

their longitudinal components are compo site.

However any possible connection between the HLS model and a composite 

W/Z boson picture is not at all clear because of the need to maintain massless 

(composite) fermions. Unlike the HLS model applied to QCD where the nucleon 

acquires a mass, due to the spontaneous symmetry breaking, which is physically 

acceptable. There is also a problem with the composite fermions destabilizing the 

dynamical gauge bosons through loop efffects, which were held responsible for the 

dynamical generation of the gauge bosons.

13



So given the pivotal role of the HLS model of vector mesons in constructing a 

unified effective theory of meson and baryon physics and its' importance as a 

prototype effective Lagrangian for testing the compositeness ideas of Technicolour 

(and the more "hazy" scenario of fully composite W and Z model), hopefully in the 

near future against experimental data, it is crucial that the HLS model is fully tested 

to see if it really is an effective description of p dynamics.

Although the HLS model of p mesons contains well established 

phenomenology there is one sector of the model that has so far remained untested, 

namely the non-abelian nature of the p meson in the model. The model would in fact 

not 'exist' if the p were not so, in the sense that the chiral structure 'forces' it to be 

an SU(2) (non-abelian) gauge theory.

The Skyrmion model builders have remained 'blissfully' unaware of the need 

to test this aspect of the HLS model, they simply take the HLS Lagrangian as it is 

and calculate Skyrmion properties.

Very much following the philosophy advocated by Ball [20] and Aitchison 

[21] of extrapolating effective chiral Lagrangians upwards in energy, from 

Vs=300MeV region of nn scattering to Vs=2 GeV (max.) of Skyrmion physics, then 

the HLS Lagrangian should reasonably be expected to describe other processes in 

this energy range if it is truly "effective'.

Electromagnetism is easily incorporated by gauging U ( l) , thus opening up 

the possibility of studying the process yy->pp. It is precisely the non-abelian nature 

of the p that generates the p 'self-interaction' terms , arising from the p kinetic term, 

and thus gives rise to ypp and yypp vertices. Thus by studying yy->pp we will be 

testing the non-abelian nature of the p meson (in the HLS model) and with the pp 

threshold Vs=1.5 GeV this might be hoped to be within the extrapolated energy 

range of the effective Lagrangian.

14



Two Photon Physics has been extensively studied at the electron-positron 

storage rings PETRA (DESY) and PEP (SLAC). For an overall review see, for 

example, Kolanoski [22] or Poppe [23].

Basically two-photon physics is studied via e+e* scattering, that is the 

photon-photon interactions occurring in the collisions of the 'photon clouds' 

surrounding the elctron and positron beam particles :

Figure 1.1

Among the many interesting aspects of particle physics that can be probed 

with two-photon physics we are specifically interested in those experiments which 

studied exclusive final states (eg pp,cop,coco,...) produced by very nearly real 

photons, that is 'no-tag' data on exclusive final states; ’no-tag’ means that neither of 

the scattered leptons are detected.

There has been a great deal of interest in the process yy—»pp ever since the 

first data [24]-[26] (which has been confirmed by more recent analyses [27]-[29] ) 

showed a massive cross-section at threshold, an order of magnitude larger than 

predicted. The data on yy->p+p~ [30],[31] shows very different behaviour to the 

neutral channel, and this dismissed the possibility of a straightforward (or 

conventional) resonance mechanism interpretation.

The current experimental and theoretical status of yy->V1V2 (V12=p,co,k*,cp) 

will be discussed in chapter 3. However there are two points that must be 

emphasised here:

(i) the data on yy->pp is well established and the charged and neutral channels are

15



highly distinctive in the size and shape of their cross-sections. Thus making 

a(yy-»pp) very good experimental data against which to test a model.

(ii) the current theoretical status of yy->V1V2 (and yy—»pp in particular) is such that 

there is still the possibility of a ’conventional' mechanism underlying the process, so 

it is necessary to test whether or not the HLS model of vector mesons is that 

possibility.

In summary, the philosophy of this thesis is to test an interesting (and 

important) model against experimental data; with the added interest that the data is in 

need of 'theoretical understanding'.

16



Chapter 2 The Hidden Local Symmetry Model

(i) Introduction to the Model

In this section the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) model of p mesons 

proposed by Bando et al [6] is described, basically following the original paper [6]. 

Although a more "sophisticated" approach can be taken [19] in considering HLS 

models, this does not really add any understanding to the basic idea of constructing 

an effective Lagrangian.

The HLS model was described in chapter 1 as being an "extension" of the 

chiral Lagrangian (1.1). In the sense that (1.1) is invariant under Gglobal whereas 

the HLS Lagrangian due to Bando et al [6] is constructed to be invariant under 

Gglobal mid Hlocal, ie invariant under Gglobalx Hlocal.

The Weinberg chiral Lagrangian (1.1), the non-linear realization of broken 

chiral symmetry for two flavour QCD, is an SU(2)Lx SU(2)R/  SU(2)V non-linear 

sigma model. It is restated here for later convenience:

f2 t
L = - f  Tr 0  U(x) 3“U (x ) ) (2.1)

4 a

U(x) = e x p ( i ^ ^ )  , jt(x) = n"(x) T*
n

The pion decay constant fn= 93MeV. The quantity U transforms under 

Ggiobai=SU(2)LxSU(2)R as

U(x) -> gL U(x) gR , gL(R)e Ggloba] (2.2)

The model building, in outline, is as follows. To construct the HLS 

Lagrangian new variables are introduced, ^L(R) and an SU(2)V valued gauge field 

Vu(x), these are to realise the Hlocal symmetry. A 'minimal' Lagrangian invariant 

under Gglobalx Hloca] is constructed out of the covariant derivatives of the £L(R), the 

£ l (R) a rc  rclated to the U(x) of equation (2.1); this Lagrangian is then made
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(classically) equivalent to the Weinberg Lagrangian (2.1) by taking a particular 

choice for the form of the ^l(R) (the unitary gauge).

Then making the crucial assumption that the underlying dynamics generate the 

kinetic term for the H^aj gauge field V^(x) and expanding the £ in terms of the n 

field one obtains the HLS Lagrangian for n and , Bando et al [6] then argue that 

the field should be indentified with the p meson.

To realise the symmetry Hlocal new variables are introduced, £l(R) and an 

SU(2)V valued gauge field VK(x), such that

U(x) = ^ (x ) 5r(x) (2.3)

V (x) = Va(x)Ta , Ta€SU(2) v (2.4)

and which transform as:

W x )  g L(R)

V (x) — ^ 7 h(x) 3 hf(x) + h(x) V (x) hf(x) (2.5) 
n i  m M

under h(x)e Hlocal , SU(2)l ^  globallocal ’ 6 L(R)

So U(x) is invariant under Hlocal, using equation (2.5):

U(x) = ^ ( x £ R(x) - >  h(x> V x) = U00

h« e H local

thus the local symmetry Hlocal is "hidden” in the U(x) basis.

The covariant derivative on is defined as

where f is the Hlocal gauge field coupling constant.

18



Under Gglobalx Hlocal the covariant derivatives transform as

D tA . ( R ) M  h W  ( D ^ L ( R ) W )  g L (R ) ( 2  7 a )

d , w *4 (s) h(x> d » W x)4 (x> h+(x) (2-7t»

Notice that (2.7b) tells us that the object ^L(R) is invariant under

Ggiobai can &e use(i t0 construct "currents" which are GglobaI invariants. 

Using a similar notation to Hung [32] for later convenience we define the following 

Ggiobai invariant "currents":

) <2-8b>

Noting that and j5  ̂ correspond to the Maurer-Cartan 1-forms a 7/and 

a^respectively, of reference [19].

The most general Gglobaix Hlocai invariant Lagrangian that can be constructed 

from the currents jR and j5g is :

L .— La + a Ly

LA = Tr( j 5̂ )  -

where a is an arbitary parameter.

Because no kinetic term for is present in the Lagrangian (2.9) the field 

V^(x) obeys the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion

(2.9) 

(2.10 a,b)

19



-gy- = 0 which implies that

(2.11)

Then substituting Vclass into equation (2.9) means that Lv vanishes.

There is a degree of arbitariness in the definition of the given that the 

5l(R) must satisfy equuation (2.3). In fact

where the <p are unphysical Nambu-Goldstone modes [6].

Bando et al [19] show that the Lagrangian (2.9) is equivalent to the Weinberg 

Lagrangian (2.1) when

(i) the classical equations of motion are used and Vclass (2.11) is substituted into 

equation (2.9) and

(ii) the Hlocal "gauge" is fixed to the unitary gauge by taking (p=0. This means that

Procedures (i) and (ii) above result in the Lagrangian (2.9) reducing to the 

Weinberg Lagrangian (2.1), except that as it stands the gauge fixing condition (2.13) 

has violated the Ggloba] symmetry. Since under Gglobal £(x) transforms as

(2.12)
7i n

$L= R̂:=̂  = exP(T̂ ) (2.13)
n

S(x)-> £(x) = $(x)gf , g sG g|obll

20



The Ggiobai symmetry is restored by making a simultaneous Hlocal gauge 

transformation:

h(x) = exp( -1 ^  ^ ( x)>g)) := h(7t(x),g) , h(x)€Hlocal
71

Denoting the combined transformation G , one now has that the £ transform 

under G like

£(x) £’(x) = h(7t(x),g) £(x) gf = £(tc’(x))

Only under the above conditions do the Lagrangians (2.9) and (2.1) coincide.

The classical equivalence of the Lagrangians (2.9) and (2.1) outlined above, 

is referred to as the "gauge equivalence" of the (G/H)g]oba] non-linear sigma model 

to a ’linear’ Gglobal x Hlocal model.

It is important to emphasise that the requirement of this gauge equivalence has 

forced us to work with the HLS model in the "unitary Gauge" only, we do not have 

the freedom to make some gauge choice as would be done in, say, the Standard 

Model to make calculations more tractable.

Further to this gauge equivalence, it has been shown [7]- [8], that the gauge 

bosons of Hlocal are composite. Which gives a great deal of motivation to the serious 

consideration of the HLS model as a possible dynamical model of the p meson as 

well as its possible role as a prototype model of composite W and Z bosons in the 

strongly interacting Higgs sector.

It is at this stage, having constructed the Lagrangian (2.9) to be gauge 

equivalent to the Weinberg Lagrangian (2.1), that Bando et al [6] make the cmcial 

assumption that "...the kinetic terms of V^(x) are generated by the underlying
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dynamics (QCD) or quantum effects at the composite level". Such dynamical 

generation of kinetic terms has been shown to occur in certain 2 and 3 dimensional 

models [8],[19] which encourages one to make the above assumption, however its 

occurrence in d=4 does remain a conjecture.

Thus the kinetic term -1/2 TrV^vW v is added to (2.9), where

V : = 3 V - a v  - i f  [ V , V ] (2.14)|IV JA V V H f! v

is the SU(2)V field strength, which transforms as:

h W V ^ C x )  , h(x)eHlocal (2.14)

External gauge fields are easily incorporated by extending the definition of the 

covariant derivative. For example electromagnetism couples to the charge Q

, 1^^= global isospin and Y= hypercharge

and Y=0 in this case. Denoting the U ( 1 ) q  gauge field by B n  with a coupling g', the 

covariant derivative becomes

^ l(r/ x) ’ * * ^L(R^X) + * & £L(r/ x) ® /x) ^
(2.15)

The and transform under U(l) as

B (x) B (x) - -ir 3 a(x) (2.16b)
n n g n

Equations (2.15) and (2.16) above imply that under U (l) the covariant
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derivative transforms as

D^L(R)(X) D^L(R)^X̂ e

and consequently the currents and j5̂  are invariant under U(l).

Defining the U(l) field strength to be B^v= 9^BV- 3VB^, then the total 

GgiobaixHiocaixU(l) invariant Lagrangian is

L = L ,+ aL „ - ■7 B2 - i-TrV2 (2.17)
A  4  J1V 2  7

To see why the p meson is identified with the dynamical gauge field V^(x) the 

Lagrangian (2.17) is written in terms of the fields n, \^and B^.

Expanding the exponential one obtains

- ± d x - - L l K , d n ]  + ...
* * f,  “ 2?  "

n

d $.$♦= - i a  7 t - 2 _ [ n , a  it] + ... (2.18)
B ^ 2f^ “

71

5+V 4 = V - i - [ 7 l ,V  ] + ...H H  f  M
71

5f=V  + i-(JC ,V  ] + ... (2.19)
fl (I f  H

%

So the currents and j5̂  become:
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i f  /  i
\ r ~ T -  ( T  [7c’d *1 '  2 i f V + 2 i g' B T3 + ... )  (2.20a)y 2  ,2 y y M

71

i5|r  - r  ̂ + V -  [*• y 3] + •••) (2-20b)
71

Only keeping terms with up to two n fields gives the following 

f2
L ,=  —  Tr( 3 T3] )

A 4 *2 H f y y '
I  71

71

f2
L ^ - i T r ^ V  [jc, 3 ^ ]  - i i * B t W * ]  - 4(-fV +g'B T3)2 )

T" £*■ t* £*■ I1 H H
71 71

and which finally yields

1 „ a _  -  a 9 ?-*2 i oL = -(3n)2+ -fV .(jtx9t*n) + -rrv - — Trv 
I ' m 7 2 h 2 * m 2 mv

+ (2-a) ~g'B ( rc x 3 ^ )  - a f r g ’B W  + V / b 1 - i-B 2
2 M 7i n 3 2 7t y 4 yv

(2 .21)

Bando et al [6] argue that one should identify the p meson with the hidden 

local symmetry gauge field Vp(x) on the following observations : consider the first 

line of equation (2.21), this is the Lagrangian L without the external U(l) gauge field 

Bp, then identifying Vp(x) with the p one obtains

(2-22>pTCTt I

(ii) m2 = a f2 f2 (2.23)
P *

When a=2 then equation (2.22) gives ’universality' of the p coupling fp7nt= f (2.24), 

and consequently the KSRF relation [10]

m2 = 2 f2 f2 (2.25)
p  71 pTCJl
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The first line of equation (2.21) is identical with Weinberg's phenomological 

Lagrangian [12], based on gauged chiral symmetry and with the p mass put in 

'by-hand'. So the HLS model has the attractive feature of building in with the 

Weinberg Lagrangian the "dynamical generation of mass" yielding universality of the 

p coupling and the KSRF relation when the special value a=2 is taken.

Considering all of equation (2.21) and setting a=2 one obtains the py mixing 

Lagrangian due to Sakurai [11], the vector meson dominance (VMD) model. 

Because when a=2 the parameter gBrm in (2.21) vanishes and the U(l) gauge field 

can only couple to the pi on current (nxdn) through the V3B mixing term.

The Lagrangian (2.21) is easily diagonalized to give mass eigenstates, by 

defining the physical photon (A^) and p° fields as

B := cos0 A - sin0 p° 
n n n

V3^  sin0 A + cos0 p° (2.26)
H H n

The full diagonalized Lagrangian, including kinetic terms, is given in 

appendix B, equation (B.3). The mixing angle 0 is determined by requiring the 

physical photon field to be massless, this implies

tan0 := £ - (2.27)

and the masses become

m2 = 0 , m \  = a (fV  g’2) f2 , m2,  = a f ¥  (2.28)y p n p n

In summary the HLS model is an extension, to include p mesons, of the 

broken chiral symmetry description of pions. There is an arbitary parameter (a), 

when a takes the special value a=2 the model simultaneously gives the KSRF mass 

relation, p universality and vector dominance. The only differences between the 

HLS model [6] and Weinberg's [12] model for the p meson is that the former takes 

on a particularly simple and attractive form and includes the "dynamical" generation 

of the p mass as opposed to simply putting this in 'by-hand'.
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(ii) The Parameter 'a'

In the previous section it was shown that a=2 is consistent with p meson 

phenomenology. However Hung [32] claimed to have uniquely determined a=2 by 

embedding the electroweak gauge group (SU(2)Lx U(1)Y) in the HLS Lagrangian 

and the Weinberg Lagrangian (2.1) and basically "equating" the two Lagrangians but 

ignoring the Vp(x) field in the HLS Lagrangian. This follows much more in the spirit 

of constructing an effective Lagrangian from a few basic principles.

The result claimed by Hung [32] certainly offered the interesting possibility of 

extending the idea to an electroweak gauge group of the form SU(2)Lx SU(2)R to 

see what sort of costraints on the effective Lagrangian emerged. This also offered the 

possibility of placing constraints on prototype strongly interacting Higgs models 

thought to be a possible theory of weak interactions in the ITeV region.

Unfortunately there is a mistake in Hung's paper, there is a -fpH(7tx9p7t) term 

missing from his equation (21). The corrected equation (21) is a dis^er because now 

fp7m=0; although diagonalization of the mass matrix will generate a p7t7t vertex the 

coupling will be =g'sin0 (too small!). So phenomenologically equation (21) of 

reference [32] is useless.

The difference between the Bando et al [6] Lagrangian and that used by Hung 

is in the definition of the "currents" and j5fr Hung [32] takes, using the same 

notation as in section (i) ,

(  ^LD^ L  + ^

( ^ L - (2.29)

With the covariant derivatives defined as follows
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" V L - i g y V  

E ^ R  := a^ R  + j f V^ R  - j s V /  (2.30)

Where is the SU(2)L gauge field with coupling constant g.

The "Bando" currents are given by equation (2.8), but with the covariant 

derivatives modified so as to include the SU(2)l gauge field

DA :=aA - ifV A + 1^ L w ,

,3

The two sets of currents transform differently under Hlocal, the "Bando" 

currents are covariant under Hlocal that is

i tT > h (X )jHht(X ) ’ h (X )e H local

whereas the currents (2.29) used by Hung are invariant under Hlocal.

There would seem to be no a priori reason to choose one or other set of 

currents in constructing the Lagrangian. However if the currents are made to be 

invariant under Hlocal with gauge field Vp (Hung’s method) then taking a=2 implies 

that fvroi^ which is not allowed by the phenomenology. Whereas in the case of the 

Bando et al Lagrangian the currents are covariant under HIocal but invariant under the 

external gauge group, for instance equation (2.21) constructed from currents 

invariant under U(l) with gauge field Bp then taking a=2 implies gfi7m =0 and yet 

gives the correct fp7nt coupling.

In fact the Bando currents (2.8) constructed from the covariant derivatives 

defined in equation (2.31) are invariant under SU(2)Lx U(1)Y. This is not true of the 

currents (2.29) constructed by Hung, they not transform covariantly under
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SU(2)lxU(1)y because the quantities used to construct the currents transform 

differently under a simultaneous SU(2)LxU(l)Y gauge transformation, ie

SLW ^ D ^ g J ( x) , gL(x)esu(2)L local

, e'“(< U ( l ) y local

(see Hung[32] equation (4)).

So taking the trace to obtain LA and Lv (equation 2.10) does not ensure 

invariance of the Lagrangian LA+ aLv under SU(2)lXU(1)y. Although if the external 

gauge group were only U(1)Y, then the currents (2.29) would be covariant and thus 

taking the trace would ensure invariance under U(1)Y.

However the above analysis leads us to understand an even stronger reason 

for the failure of Hung's Lagrangian.This is because the Lagrangian he constructs is 

not invariant under global SU(2)LxSU(2)R for precisely the same reasons that it 

was'nt invariant under SU(2)LxU(l)Y gauge transformations? except it can be seen 

that the cross terms in LA+ aLv,which cannot be made invariant by taking the trace, 

can cancel if one selects a=l. This is unsatisfactory.

Hung fails to determine a=2 by embedding the electroweak gauge group in the 

theory due to a 'mistake' in his calculation which meant that he was 'unaware' of the 

phenonmenological failing fp7nt=0 of his construction, but worse than that his 

construction would appear to be not strictly correct since it is not invariant under 

global SU(2)l xSU(2)r.

Yamawaki [33] has shown that it is possible to determine the parameter a=2 

by extending the HLS model to Hlocal=SU(2)LxSU(2)R so that the p and A 1 are 

gauge bosons of the HLS. Yamawaki then assumes that mA» mpand so eliminates
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the Aj field by its (classical) equation of motion which gives (eventually) the Bando 

Lagrangian [6] with a=2. This is a nice result, but completely unphysical because 

mp=770 MeV and mA=1270 MeV so the assumption of the Aj mass being infinite by 

comparison with the p mass is untenable.

So both attempts to determine the parameter a, by some sort of "underlying’1 

gauge symmetry principle, M l when confronted with phenomenology.

(iiD Skvrmion Phvsics

As described in chapter 1 the revival of the Skyrmion picture of baiyon 

physics has led to the vector mesons p,co,...(as described by the HLS model [6] or 

Weinberg's gauged chiral symmetry approach [12]) attaining something of a pivotal 

role in constructing a 'unified picture' of hadronic physics foWs<2 GeV.

Originally Skyrme [13] showed that the Lagrangian (2.1) admitted soliton 

solutions, these solutions were energetically unstable unless an extra term confining 

four derivatives, LSkyrme’ was added

L = t  Tr(a<xU a“ut) + LSkyrlK (232)
2

L„. = —L T r  [d U.u\ 3 U.U+] (2.33)
S k y rm e  2  a  P

Where e is a parameter to be fixed and not the electromagnetic charge!

However it has been claimed [16] that p mesons as described by the HLS 

model [6] will give the Skyrmion stability against collapse.
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The HLS Lagrangian (2.17) constructed in section (i) is rewritten here 

ignoring the U(l) field :

f2 a f2
L = f  Tr0 aUa“Ut) ’ ~f TT( 3â l+

(2.34)

Igarashi et al [16] claim that the Lagrangian (2.34) above gives stable soliton 

solutions. To see the connection between this and the Lagrangian (2.32) consider the 

classical limit of (2.34) by taking the limit a—»«> (with f fixed), also noting that the 

gauge (2.13) is taken. In this limit the gauge bosons decouple from the physical 

sector so that V is replaced Vclass (equation 2.11) in (2.34), it can then be shown 

that:

- J  TTt =  ~ ~ i  Tr[3 U.Uf. a u .u ' ] 2 (2.35)2 (iv  32f2 a  p

The middle term of equation (2.34) vanishes and identifying f=e , the resulting 

Lagrangian is seen to be the same as (2.32).

Stable soliton solutions are then obtained [16] for finite values of a (a=2 in 

particular) by using what is known as the "hedgehog" ansatz for the n field
a

U(x) = exp( i xaTa F(r)) , xa := ~

and the Wu-Yang-'t Hooft -Polyakov ansatz for the p field 

f \ f tx )  = 0 , f v “(x) = £ija

F(r) and G(r) are then given as solutions to the (classical) Euler-Lagrange equations 

of motion; they are then used to calculate the properties of the Skyrmion such as

mass, mean square radius,... .

It should be emphasised that in the above the fields are treated classically, as a 

result of using the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion as derived from equation 

(2.34) without quantum corrections. That is to say, as pointed out by both Ball [20] 

and Aitchison [21] , there are no "meson loops" in any of the current Skyrmion
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calculations.

The Skyrmion model stabilized by the p meson is moderately successful, the 

obvious way to extend this is to include the other low-lying vector mesons 

co,(pJc*,... and axial-vector mesons such as the Aj. Unfortunately Igarashi et al [16] 

find that coupling the co to the baryonic current leads to a saddle point solution, that 

is the Skyrmion is not properly stabilized. In fact Kunz and Masak [34] claim that 

the same problem besets the model with the p mesons alone and 'satisfactory' 

stabilization is only achieved when explicit stabilization terms like LSkyiroe are added 

(and fitted to the data). The same is true when the Aj is included [35].

However if the p and co are described by an HLS model [36] with 

Hiocai=U(2)v and the Wess-Zumino term (which accounts for anomalous decays 

such as co—>7C°y, co—>371) is included then the Skyrmion is stabilized, without any 

problem regarding saddle-point solutions, and gives baryon properties to =30% of 

the experimental data. Extending this to an U(3)v HLS model (p,co,k*,cp) [37]then 

the results obtained are not so good, for instance the proton mass=2GeV.

In general it would seem that the more complete the prescription for including 

vector (and axial-vector) mesons, so the Skyrmion picture iterates towards a more 

satisfactory level. Although the iteration would appear to be rather "unstable" in the 

sense that progressing from p and co to p,co,k*,cp somewhat worse results.The 

process is not yet finished.

In summary the above makes a particularly appealing unified theoretical 

approach to low energy strong interactions, starting from the minimum of 

assumptions one constructs an effective pion Lagrangian, equation (2.1), which is 

well tested. This is then extended, making seemingly reasonable assumption [19] 

concerning the dynamical generation of kinetic terms by an underlying theory such 

as QCD, to give an effective Lagrangian for rc,p mesons. This effective Lagrangian 

admits soliton solutions which have the correct spin-statistics to be interpreted as 

baryons, giving baryon properties to =30%.
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(ivi Testing the HLS Model

Given the pivotal role of the HLS model of vector mesons, as described in the 

previous section, in constructing effective chiral Lagrangians for hadrons it is 

important that the model be fully tested. Preferably this test should be in a different 

sector of physics to that in which it has already been used; a test independent of 

parameter choice would be even stronger.

The notions of vector dominance (VMD), p universality and KSRF relation 

have long been established. However the core of the HLS model is that the p 

mesons are non-abelian gauge bosons. This is manifested in the 'self-interaction' 

vertices that are generated from the VM field kinetic term (see appendix B rules 3 to 

8).

In fact the non-abelian nature of the p meson in this model does not seem to 

have been considered at all in the literature. The model has simply been found to be 

very useful in one sector of physics and any other sectors of physics that it might 

describe have been ignored.

Data on the process yy—»pp is an ideal testing ground for the model; the 

experimental data [24]-[31] on yy-»pp is very well established and there is a 

distinctive difference in the magnitude and shape of the cross section between the 

charged and neutral channels. There is also the added attraction that this data is still 

open to a 'conventional type' explanation, more details of this in chapter 3.

The couplings for yy—»pp are fixed by the gauge nature of the interaction, so 

there is no 'fine tuning' required. In fact at the tree level yy->pp is purely a 

consequence of the p being a non-abelian gauge boson.

It might seem that with the pp threshold at Vs=l .54 GeV that the process is at 

too high an energy scale, given that the chiral (pion) Lagrangian are used at Vs the 

order of a few hundred MeV. However in the Skyrmion picture the energy range has 

already been exteneded up to Vs=2GeV, calculating nucleon masses and so on 

although it is not necessarily clear what fraction of the proton mass is generated by
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the model in this high energy range. Extending the energy range upwards being very 

much the approach advocated by Ball [20]. So if the HLS model really is to be an 

effective theory then it would be reasonable to expect it to describe the process 

yy—»pp (perhaps to *30% ,the sort of accuracy achieved in Skyrmion physics).
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Chapter 3 yy->VV Phvsics

(il Introduction

The two photon production of vector mesons

yy v iv 2 v 12=p,co,k*,cp

is a process that has aroused a great deal of interest since the observation [24]-[29] 

of a very large cross-section for the process Yy->p°p0 near threshold, see graph

(3.1). This was because the data turned out to be about an order of magnitude larger 

than the "VDM prediction" [22] and was consequently an interesting process because 

theory appeared to be (drastically) wrong.

The large p°p° cross-section is frequently referred to in the literature as an 

'enhancement', however Poppe [23] stresses that the term enhancement arose "... a 

discrepancy by a factor of 10 between the first data [24],[27] and a "VDM" 

prediction [22]. This "VDM" prediction is a simple pomeron exchange amplitude and 

hence, the prediction is only valid in the limit W— . The large discrepancy on the 

other hand occurred right at the p°p° threshold”. So a suspect argument fails to 

describe yy—>p°p°.

The large cross-section at threshold suggests that the mechanism underlying 

the reaction could be resonance (R) formation

y

y

Where R is a 0+ qS[ resonance (q=quark) with 1=0,1 . The ratios of the the various 

cross-sections a(yy-^V jV j) are calculated in appendix F according to such a 

possible resonance inteipretation, basically the different channels are related by the
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SU(3) Clebsch-Gordon coefficients.

In the case of yy->pp it is found that

a(YY->'R’->p+p-) = 2 cKyy-VR’- ^ V )  (3.1)

The upper limits on yy-^p+p- have been given by the JADE Collaboration [30] and 

more recently a more detailed analysis by the ARGUS Collaboration [31], yy->p+p" 

has a completely different shape to yy->p°p° . The cross-section rises to a peak of 

=40 nb at around Vs=1.9GeV and then tails off at higher energies. So in summary

= i  1=0 'qq' resonance
(3.2)

> 1 (=4) experiment

The simple SU(3) resonance model is in serious disagreement with the data,in 

fact giving the ratio (3.2) completely the wrong way around.

Thus the data on yy-»pp cannot be "explained" by 1=0,1 qq resonance 

formation alone. However it is quite instructive to compare the above with the rest of 

the SU(3) resonance predictions for the other channels. The reactions yy—»cop°[38], 

yy—>coco[39], yy-+k*°k*°[40], yy-»k*+k*- [41] see graphs (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and 

(3.5) (and yy->p+p" [30]) all have a definite ’bump' at around Vs=1.9GeV. It is 

obviously tempting to interpret this as being the same effect, ie same resonance, for 

all these channels.

Expressing the cross-sections as multiples of G(yy->CDp0) one has the 

following results:

p(yy->p°p°)
tf(YY->P+P')
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TABLE Multiple of Predicted cross-section Experimental
3.1 a(Yy->CDp°) at Vs=1.9GeV (nb) Data (nb)

a(yy-»cop0) 1 Input 3018

a(yy—>axo) 25/18 41.6±11.1 20

a(yy->p+p-) 25/9 83.3±22.2 40110
a(yy->p°p°) 25/18 41.6±11.1 *40

with 's'
a(yy-»k*+k*-) 25/9 83.3±22.2 54118
o(yy-»k*°k*0) 4/9 13.3±3.6 612

without 's'
a(yy-»k*+k*-) 16/9 53.3±14.2 54118
a(yy-»k*°k*0) 1/9 3.3±0.9 612

a(yy—>axp) 0 0 <1.7

a(yy-xpcp) 2/9 6.611.8 <7.1

TABLE 3.1 SUm  predictions at Vs=1.9GeV

Firstly note that the p+p-  cross-section is a factor of 2 too large, that for coco is 

not much better, but given the error in a(cop°) the result is that the discrepancy 

between the SU(3) prediction and experiment is for these two channels is only about 

two standard deviationswhich is not too bad given the accuracy of the data. And, of 

course, the fit is better than the factor of 8 difference (nearly an order of magnitude) 

of equation (3.2). The mass of the ss resonance 's' is not expected to be degenerate 

with mG and mv, so it is not clear that the amplitudes due to 's' exchange should be 

added coherently to the other amplitudes. Thus cross-sections for the k*k* system 

have been quoted for both "with" and "without" the 's’ exchange part, although it 

would be perhaps better to try to estimate this degree of coherence quantitatively. In
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fact the results "with' seem to be in pretty good agreement with the data. The 

predictions for the K*K*, cocp and cptp systems are much better and certainly not 

differing by an order of magnitude. In fact the recently presented data on yy—»k*+k*‘ 

[41] gives

< a(YY->k*+k*') >
— —---------- — = 7.8 ±3.7 (3.3)
< o(yy->k*°Ic*0) >

which should be compared with the prediction from Table 3.1 of 6.25 with the 's' 

intermediate resonance and a ratio of 16 "without" 's'.

(n) Models for yy—>W

The 1=0,1 intermediate resonance picture would seem to work quite well 

around the bump at Vs=1.9GeV for the K*K*, oxp and cpcp final states, but the large 

threshold cross-section for yy->p°p0 cannot be explained by a straightforward 1=0 

resonance mechanism.

There are several contrasting approaches to a theory for YY- >PP> bom as a 

result of the so far apparent failure of any "conventional" explanation.

Four-Quark Models

If one assumes that YY-*PP proceeds via an 1=2 resonance (R), then 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients give

tf(YY->P+P‘ ) = “ ■ o(Y y-> p0p °) (3.4)

which at least gives the ratio (3.2) the right way around. However it is still not 

enough to reproduce the experimental data assumming that the mechanism in YY~>PP 

was entirely due to an 1=2 resonance.
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If one considers a model consisting of 1=0 and 1=2 resonances which interfere 

constructively in the neutral channel and destructively in the charged channel then a 

'resonance mechanism' interpretation for yy—»pp is tenable. This requires the 

introduction of 'exotic' four-quark states (Q2 Q2) with 1=2.

There are two groups [45]-[50] working on the four-quark model of two 

photon production of vector mesons. Although their approaches differ in detail, the 

basic idea is the same.

The proposed mechanism, Fig.3.2, is that the incoming photons 'change into' 

vector mesons via the vector dominance model (VDM), these mesons then interact to 

form four-quark states which then decay ("fall apart mode") into two vector mesons.

yvA A A A A A I
Fig. 3.2

yj v w w x i

Four quark states with 1^(1°) = 0++(0+, 2+) and 2++(0+, 2+) have been considered 

by Johnson and Jaffe [43],[44]. Jaffe [44] has calculated the Q2Q2 masses in the 

MIT bag model, yielding the following states which are very close to the p°p° peak 

at Vs~1.6 GeV

masses : 1.65 GeV (2 ) , 1.45 GeV (0 ) , 1.80 GeV (0 )

The amplitudes Q2Q2->V1V2 (and consequently Q2Q2-»yy by VDM) are 

calculated using the MIT bag model results [43], [44] and are then combined to give 

the S-matrix element <VjV2 1S I yy>.

Thus the S-matrix element, say, < p°p° I S I yy> can be calculated according 

to the bag model for whichever intermediate resonances (given the restrictions of
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spin and parity) the model builder decides to input. Both Li&Liu [45]-[47] and 

Achasov et al [48]-[50] use the 3 Q2Q2 states (one 1=2 and two 1=0 states) whose 

masses were given above and lie in the region of the p°p° peak. Taking the 1=0 and 

the 1=2 amplitudes for the process yy—»pp to be Ao and A2 respectively then the 

Clebsch-Gordon coefficients conspire to give

A(yy->P0P0) = Afl + 2A2

A(ry->p+p- ) = ^2 A0 -  V2A2 (3.5)

In the first approximation A0= A2 , resulting in a suppression of the p+p~ 

final state; this was predicted by Achasov et al [48] before the upper limits on 

a(yy—»p+p-) were available from JADE [30] and was "post-dieted" by Li&Liu [45].

Both groups fit the model to the data by tuning the parameter 'a' 

[45],[47],[48] and [49] (nothing to do with the parameter’a’discussed in chapter 21) 

and parameters 'a*’ in the case of Achasov et al [50]. A good fit to yy—>p°p° is 

achieved, but the cross-section for yy—>p+p- is well below the upper limits set by 

JADE [30]. The bulk of the effect is due to the interference between the 2++(I=0,2) 

states with a small contribution from the ( ^ ( I ^ ^ )  states.

Although the four quark model makes a definite prediction that near threshold 

the states coupling to vector mesons have spin-parity Jf?=2+. The early Jp analysis by 

the TASSO Collaboration [25] found that the p°p° cross section basically consists of 

positive parity states, in particular that the 0+ state dominates at threshold which is in 

disagreement with the four quark model. However recent analysis from the PLUTO 

Collaboration [29] again finds that positive parity states are definitely favoured and 

specifically the 2+ state in the wide range 1.2GeV<Vs<1.8GeV, but the 0+ state is 

not necessarily excluded at low Vs. In fact Feindt [51] has stressed that there is no 

evidence for a single Jp state dominating.

Unfortunately the four quark model is unsuccessful in the predictions it makes
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for other channels.

The ARGUS Collaboration [38] data on yy—»cop shows a definite bump of 

=30nb at Vs=1.9GeV whereas the four quark model [45] and [50] predict a bump at 

Vs=1.6GeV and cross-section of =25nb. The data [38] also has a bump indicating 

a2(1320) formation. The predictions [45]-[50] for yy-xoco and yy->k*k* (charged 

and neutral channels) are too small by an order of magnitude, again with the bump at 

the wrong energy. Although the ratio of the two k*k* channels predicted by the four 

quark model is in agreement with the data [41]

< otrr-»k»V) > _ /  r m j  exPeriment

< o(yy->k*°k*°) > I  4 ,0 '  8*° 4 Quark model

The only other channels, other than pp which was fitted to the data anyway, 

that are still compatible with the four quark model predictions are the upper limits on 

yy->oxp and yy—>cpcp [42].

It should be noted that the parameter(s) ’a’ are completely free and in reality 

may take different values for different channels. In this way, as stressed by Maor 

[52], the different channels are in fact somewhat unrelated within the context of the 

four quark model.

t-Channel Factorization

The t-channel factorization model for yy->p°p° by Alexander et al [53] is a 

more conservative approach, by comparison with the 'exotic' four quark resonance 

models, to the problem of the large a(yy->p°p0) at threshold.

The model relates the yy->V1V2 cross-section to photo-production and 

nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections; the basic assumption is that:
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o i(yN-*V1N) ^(yN-^V.N) F2
 r-~ ---------------- ------ ^  (3.6)

g’CNN—>NN) Fnn F ^

The above factorization relates matrix elements for different processes and so 

corrective flux factors F^ have to be included to account for the different masses 

involved.

The sum in (3.6) is over different exchanges, Pomeron, pion,.... 

Factorization is a high energy property relating matrix elements, so it is clearly a 

major assumption that the factorization can be extrapolated down from high to low 

energies, the pp threshold.

Assuming the process yy—»p°p° to be dominated by pomeron exchange and 

taking experimental data for yN—>p°N and pp—»pp Alexander et al [53] reproduce 

the large cross-section at threshold and the general shape of the observed 

o(yy—»p°p°). However the model is unable to give any results for yy—»p+p_, as this 

is a non-diffractive process; and factorization for this channel is unreliable [53].

Thus if the t-channel factorization is correct, it would 'explain' why the p+p- 

and p°p° cross-sections are so different, as they would be proceeding via different 

mechanisms.

However the t-channel factorization model has recently come in for quite 

extensive criticism. Kolanoski [54] claims that the large G(yy-^p°p°) at threshold 

cannot be accounted for by a pomeron exchange mechanism, whilst Achasov and 

Shestakov [55] claim that there is no theoretical justification for using the 

factorization of amplitudes at pp threshold.

The t-channel factorization prediction [53] for yy-»cop is incompatible with 

the data [38]; the model gives a peak of =18nb at Vs=1.6GeV and then levels off to 

»5nb at energies >1.8GeV whereas the data [38] has a definite bump, as previously 

mentioned, at Vs=1.9GeV with a maximum cross-section of~30nb. The model 

prediction for yy->coco is also incompatible with the data [39] the shape of the curve

a(yy->V1V2) = 2 ^
i
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is different , although it is explicitly stated in [53] that the t-channel model 

predictions for yy-»cocD are "unreliable". There are no predictions for yy-»k*k* 

because there is no input data, finally though the prediction for <pp° is within 

experimental limits [40]. But the processes yy-KDp,p+p-,k*k* are not diffractively 

dominated in the ’pure' t-channel view, so it is not only the coco final state that is 

badly predicted from this point of view.

Hatzis and Paschalis [56] have caculated a(yy—»p°p°) in a theory with tree 

diagrams involving pseudoscalar meson (7t,T),T|') exchange.They have obtained a 

reasonable fit to the data putting in, 'by-hand', vertex form factors, although their 

model gives a cross-section which is less steep after threshold than experiment. They 

do not calculate a(yy—>p+p~). However more serious to their approach is that 

expedient [24]-[29] has ruled out the O' state, the angular analysis indicating that 

the p°p° final state is dominated by 2+ with a sizeable contribution from 0+.

PCD

Brodsky et al [57] have calculated cross-sections for the non-diffractive 

processes yy-»p+p_, k*+k*-, k*°k*° in perturbative QCD. USing a dual picture 

between perturbative QCD and resonance production to calculate amplitudes for the 

process yy-»qqQQ, where the mesons are qQ and qQ. The main assumption is that 

the picture remains valid as the model is extended downwards in energy, down from 

the high p j region where perturbative QCD is generally valid to the’pp' threshold 

region of Vs=1.0 - 2.5 GeV.

The calculation of yy—»p+p-  [57] appears to be quite successful, less than the 

upper limits set by JADE [30] but the shape of the QCD curve is in agreement with 

the data. Unfortunately the recent data on the k*k* final states [40] and [41] is in
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serious disagreement with the QCD predictions [57]. The prediction for yy—>k*°k*° 

is smoothly varying with a maximum of =lnb at Vs=2.5GeV whereas the data [40] 

has a peak of =6nb at Vs=2GeV and drops sharply to =lnb at Vs=2.6GeV; so the 

shape and magnitude of the prediction is in contradiction with the data. For the 

charged channel Yy—»k*+k*- the QCD prediction is nearly an order of magnitude out, 

the data shows a peak of =54nb at Vs=2GeV whereas 'QCD' predicts a peak of 

=7nb at Vs=2.4GeV. Although it is interesting to note that in [57] they give the ratio 

of the charged to neutral channel cross-sections to be =8, which is certainly in 

agreement with the data equation (3.3). However this is a rather specious result 

because examining the graphs in reference [57] it can be seen that this ratio is only 

true at Vs=2.4 GeV, whereas the ARGUS Collaboration [31] and [41] take the ratio 

of the averaged values.

One Kaon Exchange Model

Recently Achasov and Shestakov [55] proposed that the observed 'bump' in 

the k*°k*° system, at Vs=1.9GeV, could be described by a reggeised 

one-kaon-exchange(OKE) model. By fitting their parameter 'B' they obtain quite 

good agreement with the data on yy-> k*°k*° [40]. A prediction for the ratio of the 

charged to neutral channel cross-sections was made using this model [55]; this 

prediction was soon shown to be in serious disagreement with data [31] and [41].

< o(yy—»k*+k*) > _

< a(yy->k*°R*°) >

JL OKE model

7.8±3.7 experiment
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fiii) Conclusions

A large cross-section for yyr-»p°p0 has been observed at the threshold, the 

data on yy—»p+p_ is a factor of 4 smaller and has a different shape. This is 

surprising, and a single 1=0 resonance mechanism for the process is untenable.

The four quark model explains the large ratio

< T ( V Y - > P ° P ° )  „  4 
a(y/->p+p-)

as an interference effect, which arises naturally, between 'exotic' four quark states 

(which are not necessarily 'natural') with 1=0 and 1=2. Unfortunately the four quark 

model predictions for the other channels are in complete disagreement with data 

(except for the cotp and cpcp final states for which the upper bounds are still in 

agreement with the model but this could change with better data), the indications 

being that another resonance structure is required at Vs=l .9 GeV.

The t-channel factorization model successfully gives yy—>p°p° (ignoring 

Kolanoski's claim [54]), but predictions for other channels eithe do not exist or are 

in disagreement with experimental data

The QCD predictions for channels other than yy—>p+p~ either do not exist or 

are in serious disagreement with the experimental data, although the calculation for 

yy-»p+p_ is in very good agreement with data.

The possibility of a conventional explanation for yy-»pp cannot be discounted 

[23] and [55]. It remains unclear whether or not the channel pp is related to the other 

V jVj  channels, ie do they proceed via the same mechanism?

Given that p dynamics are supposedly described by the HLS model of vector 

mesons, as used in Skyrmion physics, then the model should be tested to see 

whether or not it correctly describes the experimental data on yy->pp. The HLS 

model includes a yp+p" vertex, giving a Bom term for yy-»p+p~ analogous to 

yy—tn+ir, which Poppe [23] regards as a serious omission from the current 'exotic' 

models.

The HLS model certainly has a number of attractive features to recommend it
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as a candidate 'conventional' explanation for yy—> . For instance the model is

based on an extension of a well established chiral (effective) Lagrangian, the p field 

enters as a gauge field in a covariant derivative. The model is also easily extended to 

the other vector mesons simply by enlarging the hidden symmetry Hlocal, to U(3)v 

in order to include the co, k* and (p (this also requires the chiral group G to be 

enlarged to U(3)LxU(3)R).

In a sense the HLS model is complimentary to the QCD approach of Brodsky 

et al [57] (and the t-channel factorization approach of Alexander et al [53]) because 

the chiral model well known to be good up to Vs=300MeV is being extrapolated 

upwards in energy. This is very much in line with the approach advocated by Ball 

[20] for constructing effective Lagrangians for mesons and baryons.

Finally the data on yy—>pp is a particularly attractive process against which to 

test a model because of the highly distinctive nature of the charged and neutral 

channels.
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Chapter 4 Tree-Level Calculation

(T) Introduction

Having motivated in chapters 2 and 3 the need to consider the process 

yy—»pp in the context of the HLS model of p mesons, the model is used to calculate 

a( yy—>pp) in first order perturbation theory.

At the tree level the process yy—»p+p- is given by, using Feynman rules 

3&6 in appendix B, the following three diagrams:

The Feynman amplitude corresponding to Fig.4.1 is of the order e2. 

However the process yy->p°p° is exactly zero at the tree level. Thus the model at the 

tree-level is in contradiction with the experimental data which gives

vA A A A A /1 y v A A /U Wf k j- k +

'\A A A A A JA A A A A A J

y

q(yrVp°) >1 (=4) (3.2)
o(yy-*p+p-)

This has been observed by myself [58] as well as Moussallam [59] and
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Achasov Sheshtakov[55]; MoussaUam has also calculated a( yy—>p+p~) at the tree 

level but the latter only note the tree level failure and do not actually calculate 

o(yy—>p+p~) to see how close it is to the experimental value.

(ii) Calculation

The four momenta kj (i=l,2,3,4) in the centre of mass frame and the 

Mandelstam variables s,t,u for the process yy—>pp are given in appendix A.

Using Feynman rules 3&6 the diagrams in Fig. 4.1 yield the following 

Feynman amplitude:

( _i}  { j e (  gaP(kj+k3)M+ gPM(k]. 2kj)a+ g O ^ .  2k])(>)

( -g  + (kj-k.) (kj-k,) /m 2 )
. u v  J  r ' u i  i  y _______

2 2 (k3-k1)2- m2

x i e ( g’I>-(k2+ k4)v+ gXv(k2- 2k / +  g ^ -  2k / )

+ ( the above term with k,<-> k2 and a<->n interchanged )

+ ie2(g “V X+ g“V ?- 2g ° V x ) } (4.1)

From now on m will be taken to be the p mass , unless otherwise stated. 

Each of the external particles has associated polarization vectors (given in appendix 

C), which project out definite helicity states. Given a particle of four-momentum k° 

and polarization vector ea(k), then ea(k) must satisfy the 'subsidiary condition' 

k«ea(k)=0 (4.2).

Appling the subsidiary condition (4.2) to each of the external particles in 

yy—»p+p~ means setting

k“ = k / k | |  = k j = 0 (4.3)

which considerably simplifies equation (4.1). The Feynman amplitude with (4.3)
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applied will be denoted X 0* ^ , thus:

w”1 =-2e2{ + - i - j r t 1*
t - m  u -  m

( gaP(k* k£ + k jk ^ )  + g*x(k£kj + k“k!*)
t - m 2

- gn^  k£ - g ^ k j kj - g^k* kj - g ^ k j  ^  ) 

2 (  g*P(k£ kx + k“ k£) + g ^ k *  k!) + k*kf)
2u - m

- g^k* k^ - g*xk“ k^ - gpxk* k“ - g^k^k^ )  } (4.4)

The total unpolarized cross-section is given by averaging over intial photon 

polarizations and summing over the final p meson polarizations, hence

o(YY->P+p-) = r p -  \  1 1 - '—  I dfl |MI2 (4.5)

. 1 . ,2 1 \ 7  U a , t P^ u  -.ot'n’P'X'IXI := — > £ £ £ „ £ , £  e £„„£„ X X*4 lot 2n 3P 4X, la ' 2ti 3P 4X
polarizations ^

For a photon of four momentum k the polarization sum in general is :

X  * „ «  V k) = • (kn)(ka"p+
p°' (kn) (4.7)

Where na= (1,0) and for a p meson of four momentum k the polarization sum is
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£ , £ a(k )e (k ) = -g  + (4.8)
poi m

A problem, as first noted by Pesic[60], arises when the subsidiary condition

(4.2) is applied to amplitudes involving two or more photons. First of all consider a 

U(1 )em invariant amplitude M, with one external photon with polarization vector 

ea(k) so that M = ea(k) Ma; as a consequence of the UCl)^ gauge invariance one 

has the result lq* Ma= 0 (4.9). As a result when M is 'squared' and the sum over 

polarizations is made equation (4.9) means that only the -g ^  term in equation (4.7) 

contributes, all the others give zero. Thus

Xe e’ M“M“P = - g  „MaM‘P (4.10)
a  p aP v '

pol

The amplitude (4.1) is UCl)^ gauge invariant, ie

k Mcotfa = 0 = k (4.11)
l a  2n

However the problem, alluded to earlier, is that the amplitude with the subsidiary 

conditions applied for both photons ( X 0̂ ) is not U(l)cm gauge invariant. In fact

k x " ' pX= 2 e2 k?gpx
la

k x ” tPX= 2 e2 k“ g ^  (4.12)9-rr 1 °

So the "trick" used to obtain the simple polarization sum (4.10) cannot be 

used in the case of calculating IXI2 (equation 4.6). It has been shown [60] and [61] 

that the correct fommula for the polarization sum is

, u .2 1 /  u M ^ Pk B a4 ctP* n W  )IXI = “t  v § . 8 . ^  ^  - 8 e g g  )4  eta rrrr

m m
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This is easily shown by substituting equation (4.7) into (4.6) for each of the 

two photons and using equation (4.12) (where it is essential that the photons are 

'on-shell'); and the p meson polarization sums are given by equation (4.8). This is 

the method employed by Pesic[60], who proves a similar formula for the related 

process yy—>ss (s=scalar) and quotes the result for yy—»vv (v=vector). Whereas 

Tupper and Samuel [611 prove a more general result, which is then specialised to 

yy—>w, it is not clear if this generalised result gives any further understanding.

Finally it should be noted that (i) no such problem occurs for massive vector 

fields and (ii) if only one of the subsidiary conditions is applied for the photons then 

equation (4.10) can be used for both photons.

Putting equation (4.4) into equation (4.127) gives, after some work (& 

without the need to resort to the use of REDUCE),

|M .f = ------------------ { I x ( l - X ) z 4 +  l a ]  (4x 2- 4x +  8 + 1 ) z2
( a ] - z  )

1 Q ^
h -7a* ( - 2x 2 +  2x + 8 - — + - - )

4 1  x x2

+ 2 (3x + 4x2- 4x) (a2 - z2)2 }

(4.13)

“■%/rWhere a , = /  — -—  and z  is the cosine of the scattering angle,
4m2

. s
as defined in appendix A ; and x = — -

4m

Putting the equation for |J4p (equation 4.13) into the formula for the 

unpolarized cross-section (equation4.5) and performing the solid angle integration 

gives:
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<J(YY->P

(4.14)

Where Q0(z) = I l n ( | i l ) , as defined in appendix A.Z Z- 1

a  = e2/47c = 1/137 is the fine structure constant.

Note that as s— , so o^—> 1, and equation (4.14) has the following limit:

It is interesting to note that yy—>W+W" has already been calculated [60]-[62]/ 

basically the same calculation as the one above, but in the Standard Model; this was 

for the purpose of calculating the production cross section for W+W- via two 

photons at e+e* machines ie e+e'—> e+e' W+W' .The cross-section for yy—»W+W_ is 

found to be very sensitive to the magnetic moment (k) of the W. Thus measurements 

of yy—»W+W' at future machines are hoped to give indications of possible deviations 

from the Standard Model. It is also worth recalling that part of the motivation for 

testing the HLS model at =lGeV is that the model is also considered a prototype 

effective Lagrangian for Technicolour theories =lTeV.

o (rr-> p +p" ) = — 2
(4.15)s— m
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(iii) Results

The HLS model calculation of a(yy—>p+p“) in first order perturbation 

theory is now compared with the experimental data [30] and [31]. Working with Vs 

and m in GeV, then equation 4.14 will give the cross-section in nanobams (nb) 

when 4.14 is multiplied by 389390, using the fact that (lGeV)*2 s  389390 nb.

The cross-section is evaluated around the maximum of the experimental data 

on cy(yy—»p+p~), ie at Vs = 1.96GeV, and around the peak of the experimental data 

on a(YY-»p°p°) at Vs = 1.66GeV.

Experimental HLS model
Vs GeV a(yy->P+P~) nb <j(7Y-»P+P-) nb

1.96 42 583

1.655 25 367

The HLS model gives a cross-section generally an order of magnitude larger 

than the experimental data. Comparison of the plot of (4.14), graph (4.1), with the 

experimental data [30] in graph (3.1) shows a very large discrepency, not only is the 

model an order of magnitude too large but also the shape of the curve is quite 

different to that observed; ie the model tends to a large constant value, whereas the 

experimental data tends to zero.

Although, of course, since the HLS model is supposedly an 'effective 

theory' there is a value of s (scutoff) above which the model would not be believed 

anyway. Unfortunately even below Vscutoff « 2.0 GeV the model gives a 

cross-section for yy-»p+p- which cannot be reconciled with the data; at thfjtree-level 

at least.

By expressing the helicity amplitudes as partial wave amplitudes the 

cross-section a  can be written as

C = ]^(2J+1)CTj (4.17)
J
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Where J=IX -̂ XiJ and X&- X̂ — the total angular momentum of the yy system projected 

onto the z-axis. So J=0 or 2,as J=1 is not allowed.

To a very good approximation a helicity amplitude Mabcd for yy—»p+p- is 

given by the first non-zero wave in its' partial wave expansion, higher waves being 

ignored. Using the result

J  dfi IM*1” 112 = 4it X  (2J+1)1 i f *  I2 (4-18) 

and the relations between the various Tabcd amplitudes (see appendix C) one obtains:

o = — . / i - —  ( i t ; + + +i2+ i t ; +- | 2 + i t ! + 0 0 i2 )
0 3 2 jcs v s 0 0 0 (4.19a)

a =  0  ( 4 .1 9 b )

1 / 1 4 m  /  + - 0 0 .2 , _,+ - + - .2 | _,+ - - + ,2

1 = 3 ^ V  ~  1 ' * ' T’ * ‘ T‘ '

,+ - + 0 ,2 ^  i » +  - - 0 .2 « i « +  - + + ,2+ 21 Tj ’ + I + 21 Tj' r + 21 T j"+ +1 )

(4.19c)

The cross sections o0, o2 and o 0+ 5 a^  are plotted in graph (4.2) for 

4m2<s<5m2, the J=2 component is substantially larger than the J=0 part near 

threshold. This should be compared with the recently presented analysis of 

yy_*p+p- by the ARGUS Collaboration [31] who find that the Jp states 0+ and 2+ 

dominate about equally, with a peak at Vs=1.9GeV. Interestingly the J=0 and the 

J=2 contributions in graph (4.2) actually coincide at s=6.0m2 ie at Vs=1.9 GeV. 

However it should be remembered that the magnitude of the HLS model cross 

section for the charged channel at tree level is too large by an order of magnitude, as 

well as the shape of the cross section being in disagreement with the data.
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(iv) Conclusions

The HLS model fails at the tree-level to describe the process yy—»pp. With 

yy—»p°p° exactly zero at the first order indicates a problem for the model, but then 

calculating a(yy—»p+p~) and comparing with the experimental data shows the 

tree-level failure to be even worse than indicated by simply noting that 

a(yy—»p°p°)= 0, as was done by Achasov & Shestakov [55].
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Chapter 5 Loop Calculation I

(i) Introduction

The tree level calculation fails, giving

gft0b»p2p°i = o
a(Yy-*p+p-)

(5.1)

in contradiction to the experimental data which gives the ratio to be >1.

The KSRF relation (equation 2.23) can be used to determine the HLS 

(SU(2)V) coupling constant f. Taking as input mp=770 MeV and the pion decay 

constant MeV gives f=5.85, this is a large coupling constant.In the spirit of 

chiral perturbation theory [5] and [631 one can make an estimate of the one loop 

effects, consider the simplest loop diagram for yy—>pp , with intermediate p's.

Neglecting the spin complications of the p and ignoring the external 

momentum dependence of the loop, the diagram in figure 5.1 is written as

So Mloop looks like a modified seagull diagram, the f2 coupling arises from 

the RHS of figure 5.1. Assuming that the loop integral has a cut off A equation 5.2 

becomes

Fig. 5.1
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Taking A«1.3-1.4 GeV indicates that the loop amplitudes could be at least 

25% of the tree-level amplitudes and possibly larger since equation 5.3 is a rather 

crude estimate ignoring s dependence, particle spin e tc .

The loop corrections, in the light of the above estimate, to yy->pp should be 

calculated to check whether or not there is a conspiracy between helicity amplitudes 

such that the loop corrections for YY“*P+P_ are large enough, and of the correct 

relative sign, to decrease cjCyy^p+p- ) ^  by an order of magnitude and increase 

a ('yY—>P0P0)treefr°m 2610 t0 = 100nb.

Given the estimated size of the loop corrections it is very important to be sure 

that the non-abelian nature of the p meson in the HLS model really has been tested 

and from the yy physics standpoint any model which might offer the possibility of a 

’conventional’ explanation 7y->pp should be thoroughly investigated (or perhaps 

more realistically to show that extrapolating a chiral model upwards in energy is not 

whole story with regard to yy->pp). Although it would be a most unsatisfactory 

"effective" theory if all the important processes entered at the loop level.

Moussallam’s attempt [59] to generate a non-zero o(yy->p°p°)in the gauged 

chiral model is based on a ’k-matrix’ approach of unitarizing the amplitudes 

generated by his particular version of the model. In the preprint form of reference 

[59] the k-matrix method was applied to amplitudes generated by the tree and one 

loop diagrams, with this he was able to generate reasonable results but under the 

rather questionable assumption that the real pans of the loop amplitudes are 

negligible. Thus further motivating a one-loop calculation of yy->p°p° in which one 

calculates both real and imaginary parts and so tests the HLS model at face value 

with no further input other than a cut off in the chiral loop expansion.However in the 

version that has recently appeared in print [59] it would seem that Moussallam has 

taken only the tree-level amplitudes for the k-matrix, which is probably less accurate



than including the loop effects.

It is interesting to note that an analogous calculation by Bijnens and Comet 

[64] and Donoghue et al [65] of yy-»7nt in chiral perturbation theory [5] and [63] 

has yielded reasonable results. Using a U(l)cm gauged chiral lagrangian it is found 

that whilst yy—»7rrit~ is non-zero at the tree level the neutral channel yy—»7i°7i° is 

exactly zero, just the same situation found for the process yy—»pp in the HLS model. 

Calculating the one loop corrections to yy— in chiral perturbation theory gives 

reasonable agreement with the experimental data, although they have the distinct 

advantage that there are no "box diagrams" in their approach. This encourages us to 

examine the one loop corrections to#—>pp in the HLS model.

(if) Method

The usual method for calculating loop diagrams is through the Feynman 

parameterization of the loop, leading to multi-dimensional scalar integrals. The 

degree of difficulty of the integrals increases with the number of internal lines in the 

loop, the powers of loop momentum in the numerator of the loop integral; this is as 

well as the possibility of the particle masses conspiring to produce anomalous 

thresholds. In principle these integrals can be performed analytically [66], although 

the Spence functions resulting from this approach quite often have to be evaluated 

numerically [67]. For yy->pp the analytic approach [66] this would be an extensive 

task and inexpedient since only an estimate (=20-30% cf Skyrmion physics 

accuracy) of the integrals is required.

The obvious approach is to thus to perform a numerical integration over the 

Feynman parameters. Unfortunately the loop diagrams with intermediate p's (and 

7t,k,...) develop singularities in the s-channel; extracting the real and imaginary parts 

from numerical multi-dimensional integration is unfeasible.

Motivated by the above problems it was decided to take a dispersive approach 

in the evaluation of the loop integrals. It is relatively straightforward to evaluate the
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imaginary part of the integrals by using the Cutkosky rule [68], the real pan is then 

reconstructed from the imaginary part using a dispersive integral derived from 

Cauchy’s Theorem. Consider a simple example of exactly how this is expected to 

work.

The simplest one loop diagram for yy—>pp is the bubble diagram, constructed 

from Feynman rules 6 and 5/8 (appendix B)

Fig. 5.2

The basic loop integration for this diagram is

j(q2-m2+i£)(r2-m2+i£)
(5.4)

It is shown in appendix D (equation DIO) that the Cutkosky rule yields

The dispersion relation D.14, derived from Cauchy's Theorem in appendix D, 

is applied to equation (5.5) to reconstruct the real part of Ij(s) giving



The HLS model is supposed to be an effective theory and as such is only 

expected to be valid for s<sc, where sc is the cut off (2A=Vsc). Where a reasonable 

cutoff is in the range 2.0 GeV < Vsc < 2.5 GeV, above the p°p° threshold peak.

So the model is not believed for s>sc and any effects above sc are ignored 

since any attempt at incorporating the region s>sc is outside the scope of the 

calculation, recalling that an estimate (to =30%) of the loop corrections is 

required.Thus the function Im I^s) is modified to

Im IjCs) =

0

s<s

s>s

(5.7)

that is to say we only believe the integrand up to sc so that the dispersive integral 

equation 5.6 becomes

(5.8)

4m

It is interesting to note that the use of dispersive integrals to calculate 

scattering amplitudes (at the one loop level) is reminiscent of the "Analytic S-Matrix" 

approach to the strong interactions, but instead of 'postulating' the imaginary parts to 

have some simple 'pole-like' form the HLS model explicitly gives the imaginary pan 

through applying the Cutkosky rule to the loop diagrams.

The integral 5.4 is logarithmically divergent but in the dispersive approach 

being adopted here the integral (equation 5.8) is finite, since the integral is simply 

cut-off above that point at which the model is expected to fail. One covariant way in 

which the integral 5.4 can be regulated (made finite) is the Pauli-Villars (PV) 

method, whereby the replacement
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2 2 2 2 2 . 2  q - m  q - m  q - A
(5.9)

is made in 5.4 and it is assumed that A»m. This corresponds to putting in a very 

heavy particle exchange term, and basically "subtracts out" the bad high energy 

behaviour of 5.4.However in the case under consideration A=2m, so the PV method 

introduces an unphysical pole very close to the origin of the Zs plane and since, in a 

sense, it is the singularity structure that is controlling the physics it can be seen that 

the PV method has the most undesirable effect of introducing extra "physics" which 

is not really part of the model. The PV method of cut-off is unviable. Closely related 

to the PV method is that of Dimensional Regularization but again that is unviable, 

because the "extra" singularity is still present it simply has been shifted to the 

dimension (D) of the integral, where D=4-T|,and one gets terms like 1/rj from an 

integration which obviously diverges as rj—>0.

Alternatively to the PV method in the usual dispersive approach, where the 

integration is over the interval [4m2,«>), the integral 5.4 is made finite by means of 

the subtraction constants. For example yy scattering amplitudes[69] are taken to be 

zero when s=t=0, in which case 5.6 would be rewritten

so that IjCs) is finite and I^O )^.

Because the p has a finite width there is a nominal threshold of s=4m2 for 

Yf-»pp. The a(yy—>pp) is non-zero below the nominal threshold, substantially so 

in the neutral channel which peaks around s=4m2. Thus making subtractions at, 

say, nominal threshold to the dispersive integrals for yy-»pp amplitudes would 

mean a loss in predictivity for the model. This would be most unsatisfactory.

4m
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Equation 5.4 is the simplest loop integral, but in the process yy-»pp there are 

'bubble','triangle' and 'box' diagrams (2,3 and 4 internal lines repectively) each 

with up to 4 powers of loop momentum (q) in the numerator (this includes those 

terms that are unrenormalisable).

To ensure that the dispersion relation 5.8 is used correctly it is essential to 

seperate out the external kinematical factors from the "invariant amplitudes", to 

which the dispersion relation 5.8 is applied. As an example consider the bubble 

diagram integral:

[ A - r —   q° qP , ------ = 2ni  ( g ^ e /k 2) + k V e ^ k 2) )
(q - m + ie)( (q-k) - m + ie)
* (5.11)

The RHS of the above equation is the most general form possible, the tensor 

can only be constructed out of the quantities g0̂  and l^and the invariant amplitudes 

ej can only be functions of k2. It is shown in appendix D that the judicious 

application of the Cutkosky rule gives Im ej j=l,2 as solutions to a pair of linear 

equations which can be easily solved by hand; this becomes imppQticable for higher 

powers of q in the numerato;and the triangle diagrams^ the algebraic programming 

system REDUCE is used to solve the sets of linear equations. Taking the solutions 

Im ej j=l,2 from appendix D and using equation 5.8 to reconstruct the real part of ej 

gives:

S'  ..2,0 i r -Im e.(k' )
e.(k ) = — f dk , V -  (5.12)
J IT J L-* ion *2 k' - k -ie

4m
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(iip Box Diagram Approximation

The invariant amplitudes for the bubble and triangle diagrams are functions of 

only one of the Mandelstam variables s,t,u , and because there are no anomalous 

thresholds associated with these diagrams when there is a p in the loop, a single 

dispersion relation is a sufficient representation. Whereas the box diagram invariant 

amplitudes are functions of two Mandelstam variables, for example consider the box 

diagram below:

vAA AAA /1

q-ki q-l^ Fig 5.3

The basic integral (numerator^ 1) corresponding to this diagram is

j d4q

(q2- n^XCq-k^2- m2)(r2- m2)((q-k1)2- m2)
= 27t i 'FCs.t) (5.13)

r=q-kr k2 = q-k3-k4

The full analytic expression for T(s,t) is a double dispersion relation [69] in s and t.

1 f f  ImCIm^Cs.t)) ds' dt’ (5.14)
n2 J * (s’-s-ie)(t'-t-ie)

This is not true if the particles in the loop are light, (2mloop)<m, such as 

ic,k...[69] and [70] because the resultant anomalous thresholds introduce cuts into
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the s and t plane which makes the application of Cauchy's theorem much more 

difficult. That is the double dispersion relations given by Costantini et al [69] are not 

valid when any of the external masses are greater than the internal loop particle 

masses. Brehm and Sucher [70] have addressed this problem in the context of 

pion-deuteron scattering from a dispersive approach, but it is such that one is just as 

well going to the't Hooft -Veltman [66] prescription.

In fact the p7i7i and ynn couplings , Feynman rules 1 and 2 appendix B, 

generate a box diagram with pion (or kaon) in the loop for the process yy—>pp; but 

given the above difficulties with such diagrams it was decided to leave these until 

one had a better indication of how the p loop diagrams behaved.

The region of integration Si in the integral 5.14 is determined by the 'spectral 

function' Imlm4/(s,t), we shall sketch over the calculation of Imlm4/(s,t) here.

Holding t fixed let s increase from zero, at s=4m2 there is sufficient energy for 

pair production (just as in the bubble diagram case considered in detail in appendix 

D) so the propagators (q2- m2)-1 and (r2- m2)-1 go 'on-shell' and Im'F(s,t) can thus 

be calculated (see appendix E equations El 2/13) using the Cutkosky rule :

Which reduces to a solid angle integration, giving

Im ¥(s,t) =
s(s-4m2) s,t)

where a 1} and z are defined in appendix A and also

X(s,t) = a* + a* + z2 - 1 - 2aa2z (5.17)
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Rewriting cq, and z as functions of s and t X(s,t) becomes

X(s,t)  -----4 ( (s-4m2) t2- 4m2(s-2m2) t - 4m6) (5.18)
s(s-4m )

The single dispersion relation (in s) for vF(s,t) is

oo
Im 'T(s',t)

(5.19)
7i 2 s'-s-ie

4m

However it has already been noted that the full analytic expression for 4/(s,t) 

is a double dispersion relation, this is because the function Im 4/(s,t) can itself be 

written as dispersion relation in t. Assume that t>0 and allow t to increase then there 

is a threshold to(s), a function of s and not necessarily equal to 4m2, at which point 

the function Im TCs.t) develops a pole due to the propagators ((q-k3)2 - m2)-1 and 

((q-kj)2 - m2)-1 going 'on-shell'; this is calculated in appendix E and it is found that:

t>t,Lo
Im(Im V(s,t)) = s(s-4m2) VX(s,t)

0 t<tLo

(5.20)

Thus Im ¥(s,t) can be written as a dispersion relation in t

oo

Im(Im'F(s,t'))
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Inserting equation 5.21 into 5.19 gives the double dispersion relation 5.14 

with the region of integration 91 defined to be

Ls > 0, t > 0

The first part of 5.22 follows from the requirement that Im( Im 'F(s,t)) is a real 

function of s and t, the second part is assumed when the Cutkosky rule is applied.

Equation 5.14 is the exact dispersive expression for ^(s,t) so in the spirit of 

estimating the loop corrections to 20-30% accurracy, is approximated by the 

single dispersion relation in s with a cut-off. Equation 5.19 is modified to

Ignoring the dispersion relation in t is a reasonable approximation provided 

that the cut on the real t-axis is "far enough away" from the physical value of t, that it 

could only give a small effect. Rewriting equation 5.22 with x,y :=s/m2,t /m2 gives

This quadratic equation in t can be solved to give to(=m2y0), the point at which the 

t-channel cut begins

Taking Vs=1.6GeV, which is around the p°p°peak, then equation 5.25 gives 

to(s)=16.5 GeV2 which is to be compared with physical values of t which lie in the

(5.22)

4m'

(5.23)

(x-4) y2- 4 (x-2) y - 4 = 0 (5.24)

y0(x) ”  ‘̂ 4  ( x ■ 2 + V x (x_3) ) (5.25)
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range =[-1.05,-0.33]. Also to is well outside the range Itol < (2.5 GeV/mp)2 « 10 

where one believes the imaginary part of the loop diagrams. It is also interesting to 

note that the symmetric solution, to = Sq = 6.9, to (5.25) is also outside this region. 

The function (5.25) is plotted in graph (5.1).

Thus the t-channel cut begins well outside the physical region for t in the 

process yy->pp.

(iv") Conclusions

The loop corrections to the process YY- »PP are to be estimated in the spirit of 

chiral perturbation theory. This is to check the possibility of whether or not there is a 

conspiracy between the helicity amplitudes causing the a(Yy->p+p“) to be decreased 

by an order of magnitude and increasing a(YY-*P°P°) from zero to=100nb.

The imaginary parts of the loop diagrams are given by applying Cutkosky’s 

rule, the real pans being reconstructed by an approximation to a dispersive 

integral.The use of a single dispersion relation for the box diagram is an 

approximation (for both real and imaginary pans), but one which is justified in the 

kinematical region in which we are interested.

The cut-off parameter sc enters as the upper limit of the dispersive integral, sc 

is taken to lie within a range of values. It might be hoped to vary sc so that the model 

gives an optimum fit to the data.
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Chapter 6 Loop Calculation II

(i) Introduction

The calculation of the one loop corrections to Yy—»pp is an extensive task. 

Although it is made easier by breaking it up into more manageable parts whose 

results can tell us a lot about the progress of the calculation, rather than doing the 

whole thing before trying to interpret the results. To this end first parts to be tackled 

are:

(i) the process yy—»p°p° which is zero at the tree level, so that there are fewer 

Feynman diagrams to be considered , for instance there are no "self-energy" 

corrections to the wavefunctions.

(ii) by considering those diagrams arising from the gauge boson ’self-interactions' 

and ignoring for the time being the other possible diagrams such as a box diagram 

with a n or k in the loop or the phenomological diagrams arising from nucleons N 

(spin 1/2) or N** (spin 3/2), which being fermionic will have a relative sign to 

the bosonic diagrams.

There are three sorts of loop diagram with intermediate p mesons (the paper 

by Boudjema [71] considering the process yy-»yyin the Standard Model is a useful 

reference here), the two-point ("bubble") the three-point ("triangle") and the 

four-point ("box") diagram.

The simplest is the 'bubble diagram' which has already been mentioned in 

Chapter 5, in the context of estimating the loop corrections. The ’s-channel’ bubble 

diagram is constructed using Feynman rules 5 and 6 from appendix B and is shown 

in Fig.(6.1) below C s -c h a n n e l '  meaning that the integral formulae are coefficients of

s-only)
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7

•s Fig. 6.1

7

The Feynman amplitude for this diagram is

= (-i) —  [ d4q --------------I_________
1 6tc4 (q2- m2+ ie)(r2- m2+ ie)

x i (gWg«e+ gjrtgW. 2 g - g ^ )  i(.g  v+
^  m

x i (g»vgx“+ g ^ g ^ -  2gPV “)  i(-g + ^ f )0(D •%%m

(6.1)

Where r = q-k and k2=s, also for future convenience define the following coupling 

costant to be

2 P
P:= — —  (6.2)

47t 4tc

Equation (6.1) is integrated using the formulae in appendix D, equations 

D 16,.... There are two other bubble diagrams, the t-channel diagram is obtained 

from (6.1) by k2f-» - k3,7t<-»p, s«-»t interchange and the u-channel diagram by 

k2<-» - k4, s<->u interchange.

The 'triangle diagram' is constructed from the Feynman rules 3,4 and 5 

(appendix B), two of the vertices are momentum dependent whi ch makes the 

diagram somewhat more complicated than the bubble diagram. The basic diagram,
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from which all the others can be obtained, is:

q-k Fig 6.2

For which the Feynman amplitude is :

M""'x=(-i)A .Jd4q
it* '  (q2- m2)(r2- m2)( (q-kj) - m2)

x i (g“fl(q+k1)T+ g“T(q -2 k /+  g ^ k j - l q f )  i(-g + ^ v )
m

m
. x ,  (q-k.) (q-k.) .

i (g’ta(r+2k2)V  g ^ r - k / -  gml(k2+ 2r) )  i(-g<j + -- a2 -  T-)
01 m

(6.3)

Which is integrated using the formulae D.16,...,D.25 (appendix D).

The diagram Figure 6.2 can be be described using the four momentum labels 

of the external particles as (12 (34)), this is using Boudjema’s notation [71], the (34) 

denotes symmetry under 3<->4 interchange ie (12 (34))=<12 (43)).

Then all twelve triangle diagrams are given by permutations of (ij (lm)) : 

s-channel (12 (34)), (21 (34)), (34 (12)), (43 (12)) (6.4a)

t-channel (13 (24)), (31 (24)), (24 (13)), (42 (13)) (6.4b)

u-channel (14 (23)), (41 (23)), (23 (14)), (32 (14)) (6.4c)
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Where "s-channel" means that the integral formulae depend only on s, 

t-channel formulae depend only on t and so on ; this is the notation used for both 

bubble and triangle diagrams.

To obtain the diagram (13 (24), for example, ffom (12 (34)) one changes 

k2—»- k3 and s—»t and interchange a<-»7t in the integrated form of equation (6.3).

The 'box diagram’ is constructed ffom Feynman rules 3 and 4, each vertex is 

momentum dependent and as a result is much more complicated by comparison with 

the triangle and bubble diagrams.

Fig 6.3

The (1234) box diagram, again using Boudjema's notation, is shown above 

in figure 6.3 and has Feynman amplitude given by equation 6.5 on the next page.

There are six box diagrams in total, but three of these can be obtained from 

the remaining three by reversing the direction of the arrow in the loop, so the total 

box diagram contribution to yy->p°p° is given by:

2( (1234) + (2134) + (1432)) (6.6)
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M“ ^  = ( - i ) i  [d4q
n2 J  (q‘- m")( (q - k / -  m / r ‘- m /  ( q - k , /  m")

x i [g““(q + k /+  gm(q -2 k /+  g^(k,- 2q)“] i (-g +
MV m

x i [gPv(q + k /+  g^(q-2k3)v+ g^(k 3-2q)f!]

x i (-g + ----- —2— 2ju.)
V 6<PV 2 Jm

x i [gxV(r+2k4)P+ g ^ r - k / -  gpv(k4+2r)x] i (-g + J / )
np m

x i [g7to(r+2k2)T1+ g^Cr-l^)0- g ^C k ^  2r)*]

. ( (q-ki) (q-kiK  
X1(-g +   \  -  T)o r  2m

(6.5)

Calculation

Considering the number and complexity of the Feynman diagrams the 

following strategy is adopted:

(a) each Feynman amplitude M001̂  is split into two parts:

M°oipx _  + M ct7ipx (6

Mo^P^is the amplitude calculated when the momentum dependent terms "q^qv/m2" 

in the numerator of the p meson propagator are ignored , M ^ P ^  is given by the 

remainder. For example take equation (6.1) and multiply out the numerators ffom the 

two propagator terms to give equation (6.8):
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(-g + —̂ )(-g  + - ^ - )  = g g\  & 2 Go) 2 J eLxvee©
m  m

g r r gA q a q q r r
uv 8  (o _ 8a> u \  _j_ u ^ y  6  to

2 2 2 m m m

Where (6.8a) gives and Ml07̂  is given by (6.8b).

(b) The calculation is also greatly simplified by, initially, considering only the 

imaginary pan of the Feynman amplitude for yy-»p°p0. Only the s-channel diagrams 

contribute to the imaginary pan, this further reduces the number of diagrams.

The momentum dependent terms "q^qv/m2" in the p propagator are due to the 

longitudinal polarizations of the p meson and it is these terms that go towards 

making the HLS model non-renormalisable [72], but recall from chapter two that we 

are forced to work with the HLS model entirely in the unitary gauge.

If this were yy—>Z°Z° in the Standard Model in the unitary gauge then there 

would be diagrams invlving Higgs boson exchange which would "counteract" the 

bad high energy behaviour of MLa7CP\ Although if this were a renormalisable gauge 

theory then it would be most sensible to calculate the loop diagarams in a 

renormalisable gauge, such as the Feynman- 't Hooft gauge £=1, in which case there 

would be explicit would-be-Goldstone bosons and ghosts. These unphysical 

panicles are not present in the HLS model as they are all supposedly buried within 

the underlying fundamental theory.

The imaginary pans of the yy~>p°p° amplitudes can then be compared with 

the tree-level amplitudes for yy~»p+p~ calculated in chapter 4.

The s-channel diagrams contributing to the imaginary part of the amplitude are 

(6.1),(6.4a) and two box diagrams (6.5) (1234) and (2134). The calculation of the 

bubble diagram and the triangle diagrams is relativley straight forward, on the other

(6.8a)

(6.8b)
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hand the calculation of the box diagrams was incredibly involved and long winded. 

Only the final result for the imaginary part of Ma7lP  ̂ is given , with some 

restrictions, as there simply is no room to present the (rather non-intuitive) 

calculation in its entirety.

Firstly there is the usual subsidiary co ndition equation (4.3), as discussed in 

chapter 4, setting

k“ = ld[ = k!̂  = k^ = 0 (4.3)

certainly simplifies the loop diagram calculation. Using the polarization vectors to 

project out the different helicity amplitudes it is convenient to set

k* = k“ = 0 , because k e® = 0 = k en 
1 2 ’ 2 a  1± I n 2 ±

the same is true of the outgoing p mesons provided that their longitudinal 

polarizations are ignored, which is what we will do.
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(iii) Results

Using the integration formulae for the bubble and triangle diagrams (appendix 

D) and those for the box diagram (appendix E) one obtains the following formula 

for the Feynman amplitude after very many hours of work!

K$*» = 2P { g ' V ’-Cj + g ' V c "  + g f V ’ C*

+ g” 1 kj B® + g ^ k ^ B ®

+ (gaP̂  - g ^ k f  - g ^ 'k ^  + g*xk®k“) B®

+ (g”^ 'k j  - g^k jk j - 4ga>'k^kj + 4gItXk^k3)  4m1W13(s)

+ ( k ^ +  ^ ) k " k ” B° } (6.9)

All the functions Q  and Bj are functions of s :

C! = c 5 + T k 2k'S’(s) P 2(z)

C® = 136 Z(s) + 4(30m2- 32s) W(s) +161,(s) +64k2k,2( i+ a * m s )

+ (-32bj+ 2s(9J-a,) - 4m2J)(s,k1)

+ (-32bj+ 2(s-4m2)(9J-a]) + 44m2J)(sJc3)

C®+ C® = 272 Z(s) + 8(16s-5m2)W(s) + 4(2s-m2)(3s-2m2) 'F(s)

C °-C ° = - — W(s)Pj(z)
“ i

B® = 136 Zn (s) + 4(25m2- 16s)Wn (s) + 64s V,(s)

+ 16(3m2- 2 sm s)  + 4(8a,-3b2+2JXsJc1)

B® = 136 Z33(s) + 4(25m2- 16s)W33(s) + 16{4s-m2)V3(s)

+ 16(m2-2 sm s) - 4(2a1-b2-4J)(sJc3)

B® = -128W(s) - 16(3m2- 2s)V3(s) - 16(m2- 2s)Vj(s)

B® = 68ZU33(s) (610)
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The functions Z(s),W(s),... are given in appendix E equation (E.23) and one piece 

of shorthand notation used above is (2a1-4J)(s,k1)=2a1(stk1) - 4J(sJcj).

Similarly the expression for the 'longitudinal component' of the amplitude is 

M ^ = 2 p  { g ' V ^  + g ' V ’-c^ + g“V p d ;

+ g“ ‘ k 5 ^ B j  + gpxl^ l^ B j  

+(gâ kj - gn̂ kjk“ - gaXk ^  + g’Î k “) Bj

+ (k ! f t+  k ! ^ ) k ^  B^ } (6.11)

_L (6s-16m2) 4s2 (s2- 6m2s - 8m4)
C, = -------— £j(s) + —  e2(s) + -----------  I,(s)

m m  m
2

+ (^(m '  - b,+ 8sCj- 2s(a,+ 2 ^ ) + 2(s+14m2)j)(s>k1)
2m

2s
+ „

2m
( — b j+  2 (s -4 m 2)Cj+ 8m2j)(s,k3) + iHs)-4Sm\(.s)

C2 = = 8Z(s) + 2m2(2s-3m2)'F(s) - 4m2J(s,kj) - 4m2J(s,k3)

Bj = 8Zn (s) - 20m2W 1](s)

B2 = 8Z33(s) - 2m2W33(s) + 8m2V3(s) - 8m2>f(s)

B3 = W v ^ s )  - 2m2W13(s) , B<= 4 Z1)33(s) (6.12)

Using the polarization vectors (C.13) 

and the notation of appendix C, the partial wave helicity amplitudes are easily

obtained:

T;  + + += ^ . (  3Cj+ c 2+ C3 - — W(s) - k2Bj- k,2B2+ 2kk’B3
3 ° i

+ i k 2k’2 B4 + 20kk'm2W 13(s) )  (6.13a)
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To + ’ '=  X  (  3C1+ c 2+ c 3 + — W(s) - k2B - k,2B - 2kk'B
( Xj  1 / 3

+ ? k2k 2fi4 '  20kk’m2 w 13(s) )  (6.13b)

12 = " 5" ^C2+ c 3+ 2k2® 1+ + 24kk,m2W13(s) )

(6.13c)

With the condition on equations a,b,c above that the W13(s) term is only present for 

the non-longitudinal amplitudes .

These helicity amplitudes are easily evaluated numerically using the functions 

J(s,k1),ai(s,k1),...given in appendix D and the xP(s),W(s),... given in appendix E. 

They are compared with the corresponding tree-level helicity amplitudes for 

yy—»p+p~, around the experimental yy->p°p° peak at Vs=1.6GeV.

Vs=1.6 GeV TREE LOOP (’O’) LOOP ('0+L')
yy->p+p~ yy->p°p° yy-»p°p0

T0+++ 0.31 0.56 i 0.30 i
T0+ + ~ 0.10 0.52 i 0.26 i
t 2+++- 0 -0.07 i -0.09 i

1 + -0.06 -0.17 i -0.19 i

1+£

0.15 0.44 i 0.51 i

a(yy-»pp) nb *150 *1200 *1350

TABLE 6.1
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The imaginary part of the loop helicity amplitudes for yy—>p°p° , calculated 

from , are between 2 and 5 times larger than the corresponding tree-level

amplitudes. Including the longitudinal part of the propagating p in the loop 

decreases the J=0 amplitudes but the J=2 amplitudes are made larger. A large 

contribution is found to come from the ^ (s )  terms the ’simplest' box diagram 

integration.lt is interes ting to note that yy-»yy [69] and gluon fusion processes 

involving the box diagram [73] all find a significant contribution from the box 

diagram near the threshold for the internal particles.

The final row of table 6.1 is the cross-section arising from the transverse 

(only) helicity amplitudes shown in the table. Clearly the cross-section 

corresponding to the imaginary part of the one loop yy—>p°p° amplitudes in the HLS 

model is completely "wild" by comparison with the experimental data! Including the 

real-parts of the loop amplitudes will simply make the 'loop' cross-section larger 

still, as will including the helicity amplitudes corresponding to the production of 

longitudinally polarized p's.

fiv) Conclusions

The loop amplitudes are much larger than the order of magnitude estimate, 

and the fact that the loop amplitudes are generally larger than the tree-level 

amplitudes indicates a breakdown of perturbation theory in the HLS model of vector 

mesons. This breakdown would appear to be independent of any cut-off (A) since 

the imaginary part of the amplitude does not depend on A.

An independent check on the loop calculation is required because either the 

calculation is correct and the loop expansion breaks down making perturbation 

theory invalid for the HLS model OLa mistake has been made in the loop calculation. 

Thus an independent check will tell us whether to abandon the loop calculation or to 

go back over it looking for a mistake.

As a result of the above conclusion the HLS model is used to calculate p+p-

7 7



scattering amplitudes at the tree-level, which are of order P.These scattering 

amplitudes are tested to see if they violate unitarity since the pp scattering amplitude, 

rather than the weak Yf—W  amplitude, is expected to be responsible for the big loop 

corrections found above.

Obviously at very high energies (s—»«>) unitarity will be violated because 

there is no Higgs exchange (cf the Standard Model and WW scattering); but the 

question is whether or not the coupling f (of the p meson as gauge boson) is so 

strong that unitarity is even violated close pp threshold.
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Chapter 7 Testing pp Unitarity

(i) Introduction

In the conclusions to the preceeding chapter it was argued that testing the 

unitarity of p+p- scattering amplitudes in the HLS model would be an independent 

test of the loop calculation of chapter 6.

In this first section we use the unitarity of the S-matrix to obtain a relation 

between the imaginary part of a scattering amplitude and the "square" of the that 

amplitude. This will then be used to derive tests for the unitarity of spinless particle 

scattering (section ii) and spinning particles (section iii), these will then be applied to 

the p+p~ scattering amplitudes in section iv.

The S-matrix element for the process Initial- * ^fm aistate *s

Sfi = 5fi + i (2it)4 84(Pf- P ) Mfi (7.1)

Where P^f are the initial and final state four-momenta respectively and Mfi is the

Feynman amplitude calculated from the Feynman rules in appendix B (and with the 

polarization vectors applied.

The S-matrix must conserve probability for quantum mechanical consistency,

that is it must be unitary :

SSf = SfS = 1 (7.2)

applying the unitary relation (7.2) to the expression for Sfl in (7.1) gives the

following relation:
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- i (Mfi- M ;)  = X J d p „ M > ni (7.3)
n

n = number of intermediate states 

dpn= n-body phase space

(7.3) =* 2 Im Mfl = £  J  dpn M*f Mnj (7.4)

(ii  ̂Two Body Unitarity Test - Spinless Particles

The simplest two body unitarity relation is that for the scattering of two 

spinless particles. Equation (7.4) is used here to derive a bound on the partial wave 

amplitudes of Mfl.

Diagramatically the two body unitarity for states of equal mass (m) is

Fig 7.1

In the centre of mass frame k=(2E,k) and
kj + kj = kj + k4 (7.6)

kj= (E,k.) , k3=(E,kf) (7.7)
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The 'external’ scattering angle 0 is defined by

k..k
z = cosG = - , k.= Ik.l and Ik^

i f

and the 'internal' scattering angles by

k.k. k .k ,
z '=  COS0 ’ =  ——  , z" =  COS0 "=

k k. k kf

k. and k, defined above and k = Ikli f

ki

Fig 7.2

The cosine z" can be related to z,z' and the azimuthal angle cp by

z"= z z ' +  (1 -z2) 2 (1-Z 2)2 coscp

and two body phase space is

dP2= ^ \ / ^ ? LdQ16n V  4S

solid angle dT2 = sin0 d0 dtp

The unitarity relation (7.4) for n-2  is:
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(7.8b,c)

(7.9)

(7.10)



2 Im Mf.(s,z) = Jdp2 m ’/ s,z") M2.(s,z') (7.11)

Since all the particles are spinless the partial wave expansion of M (dropping 

the i,f subscripts) is given by:

M(s,8) = ^T(2J+1) T j( s )  P2(z) (7.12)
J

Where Pj(z) are the Legendre polynomials defined in appendix A.

Using the expansion (7.12) in equation (7.11) and the orthogonality of the 

Legendre polynomials to project out each partial wave amplitude gives

l

Im Tj = X JdQ Jdz P/z) ^  (21'+l)Tr Pr(z') (2r+ l)T * P rt(z") 
i r.i"
1 (7.13)

where the argument (s) of the Tj has been dropped and \  is defined to be

J

Using the standard identity (A.3) for Pr (z") the integrations in (7.13 ) are 

easily performed, with the result ImTj = 871A, ITjl2 (7.15), this then implies that

8kXIt / <  ITjl

and finally yields the unitarity bound on the Tj

4m2
(7.16)

Thus for the S-matrix to be unitary each partial wave amplitude must satisfy 

the bound (7.16).
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(Hi) Two-Body Unitarity Test - Spinning Particles

To test the unitarity of the p+ p_ scattering amplitudes (from the HLS model) 

is a little more complicated than that for spinless particles. This is because the sum 

on the RHS of equation (7.4) also has to run over all possible intermediate 

polarizations.

So given a p+p_ scattering amplitude Mabcd, calculated at the tree level in 

section (iv), the unitarity test becomes a comparison between

where the sum i j  is over all possible intermediate polarizations.

To compare partial wave amplitudes, using the notation of appendix C, the 

comparison is between ITjabcdl and (ZMM*)j, where (IMM*)j is shorthand for

(XMM*)j = j  Jdz d^.fz) X f dP2 M*b'J(s-z') M*,,cd(s,z")

1 M (7.18)

Where the dJu (z) function is used to project out the Jlh partial wave corresponding

to lTjabcdl.

So unitarity is violated if ITjabcdl <
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(iv) Testing pp Scattering Amplitudes

The Feynman rules 4 and 8 (appendix B) are used to calculate the p+p~

scattering amplitudes, which are of the order f2 at the tree level. This ignores those 
Vtree diagrams invofing photon exchange since they are of the order e2 and are only 

tiny 0(1%) corrections to the strong pp amplitudes.

Fig 7.6

Fig 7.4
Fig 7.5

M ^  = _ L _ {  gOTg ^ ( u - t )

S ' m +2gOT((kr k / k P - ( kr k /k $ )

+ 2gPx((k3- k / k “- (kj- k4)ak*)

+ 4gaPk^k^+ 4g*pk“k£- 4gaXk*kp- 4gnXk“kP }

(7.19a)

M^tpx = ( M ^ px with s<-»t, a<->7t and -k3 interchanged)

(7.19b)
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ĵanpx. _  ̂ with t<->u , |3<-»Xand kg*-* k4 interchanged)

(7.19c)

=  f2{2 gaXgnP_ ga*gftt gaPg*X J ( 7 .2 0 )

The polarization vectors (appendix C, equation C. 13) are used to project out 

the various helicity amplitudes. To a very good approximation each helicity 

amplitude Mabcd (these are given in appendix C) is given by the first non-zero wave 

in the partial wave expansion. This makes calculating (IMM*)j a great deal easier.

The following calculations have not included intermediate p°'s in the sum 

(IMM*)j, they will simply act to increase (IMM*)j by =50%.

The test for the M+ + + + amplitude is to compare ITj+ + + +1 with

l
I  Jdz djj0(z) ^ J d p 2 M+ + «(s,z’) M*ij + +(s,z")

-1 »0

The helicity amplitudes used are:

M++++= t + + + + p q(z)

M+ + "  = T; + "P o W
. . +  + 0 0  ,_+ + 0  0  ( vM = T0 P0(z)

.  , +  +  +  0  A  r p +  +  +  0  j l  /  \  ___ +  0  +M = 3 Tj d01(z) = - M 

M+ + '° =  3 T j + ° d j  j(z) = - M+

M+ + + ’ = 5 T ; + + 'd 202(z) =M + + * +

Dropping the explicit s dependence of the Tj for convenience.

So to test the J=0 amplitude IT0+ + + +l put the amplitudes (7.22) into equation 

(7.21) and do the integrations, which can be performed analytically and yields:

(7.21)

(7.22)
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— ,  / {  4k i t ; + + +l2+ 4it r r ; +■ f +  4n |Tf+ 0 °|2 
32rc2 V  4s o o 1 o 1

+ 1 8 i£ rr t f+  18£-ITt + ' T
o 8 1

+ 5 0 ^ r r ;  + + 'i2 } (7.23)

This also uses the fact that M*15"1 =

Although there is no proof it is generally taken that the partial wave 

projections of tree-graphs in renormalisable field theories should go 'like-logarithms' 

[74], For this reason it might be suspected that the seagull term (7.20) is responsible 

for making the pp scattering non-unitary, although the indications from chapter 6 are 

that it is more likely to be the Bom terms.

So to probe the structure of the scattering amplitudes we consider:

(a) BORN + SEAGULL terms contributing to the amplitude

(b) BORN ONLY terms contributing to the amplitude

Evaluating the amplitudes just above the pp threshold at s=5m2 and with

f2=34.3

T0+ + + + = (a) 147.0 (b) 170.4

T0+ + " (a) 46.8 (b) 69.7

T0+ + 0° = (a) 93.8 (b) 131.0

+ + 0 = (a) -25.6i (b) -6.4i

TJ++-0 = (a) -12.8i (b) 6.4i

T2+ ++" = (a) -16.2 (b) -13.4
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So taking the values (a) above and putting into equation (7.23) and writing them out 

in the same order

(ZMM*)0= ( 193.8 + 19.5 + 78.3+ 40.5+ 19.5 ) (7.25)

Which is to be compared with T0+ +++=147.0. Clearly the T0+ + + + amplitude 

violates unitarity on its own (ie without the sum over intermediate polarizations), this 

violation simply becomes worse when the rest of the terms are included.

Case (b), the corresponding result is compare T0+ + + +=170.4 with

(IMM*)0= ( 258.6 + 43.2 + 152.7+ 4.0+ 13.3 ) (7.26)

Clearly unitarity is again violated, in fact the violation in this case seems to be 

worse than (a) which included the seagull term. This is illustrated by graph (7.1) 

which compares IT0+ + + +l to l(LMM*)0l for cases (a) and (b). Unitarity is clearly 

violated very close to the pp threshold. Graph (7.2) illustrates the relative 

contributions of the different terms in equation (7.23) which combine to give 

(IMM*)0.

As a second example ccftider an amplitude Mabcd in which a,b*c,d ie 

'non-diagonal' helicity amplitudes such as M+ -+ +. Because in this case there are 

some relative minus signs between the terms in (IM M *)j due to intermediate 

longitudinally polarized p mesons.
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The test in this case is to compare IT2+ *+ +l with , which is given by

o 0^*0 o + +
+ i o 7 l n t 2 " 'To ' + + + 10 V I Tr 0 x

+ i 5 - ^ ( t ; - +0t ;+0+++ t ; - 0 - C - ++
3Z/2 2 1  2 0

T+ - 0 + *0 + + + _+ - - 0 0 + + \
“  2 *1 "  l 2  A1 /

+ 2 5 S 7 l " ( Tr + T ;+ - + + - r - +T; - + ) }

(7.27)

Making use of the following relations between the amplitudes:

T+ + + o_ T+ o + +_ _o + + +i j  - -  i j  - -  i j
,+ + - 0 
1

, +  +  +  - _ _  r p +  *  +  + _ _  r p -  •  

2 ~  2 ~  2
,p+ - + 0__ _+ - 0 - - - 0_ _,+ - 0+

2 ~  2 ’  2 “ " 2
T+ - + - t + - - + 
l 2 2 (7.28)

IIo+£ (a) -32.2i (b) -26.8i

IIob (a) -43.0i (b) -48.4i

H **+ © o II (a) 33.8 (b) 26.8

II1+£ (a) 59.7 (b) 52.8 (7.29)

Thus taking the BORN+SEAGULL part (a) first of all we see that the 

comparison is between 

rr2+-++1=1-16.21 and

l(ZMM*)2l = I -8.8 -2.8 + 11.75 -12.8 - 24.4 I (7.30)
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Again the numbers for ICEMM*^ are written out so as to correspond to the different 

contributions in equation (7.27). The +10.3 contribution coming from the term 

where both intermediate p’s are longitudinally polarized does decrease the sum, but 

not enough to stop the amplitude T2+' + + from violating unitarity. Similarly if one 

considers case (b) without the SEAGULL contribution one finds 

l(IMM*)2l = I -8.5 - 3.5 + 13.0 -12.8 - 17.81 (7.31)

and again unitarity is violated.

The amplitude T2+ - + - , for instance, satisfies the simple unitarity bound 

equation (7.16) around pp threshold

s - 4m2

and only violates unitarity when the summation over all possible intermediate helicity 

states is taken.

There are two factors contributing to the unitarity violation of the pp 

scattering amplitudes 

- the large coupling constant f 

-the complex spin structure of the interaction.

So to examine the structure of this violation further consider the 7i7c scattering 

amplitude due to only p exchange, given by Feynman rule 2 (appendix B). There are 

three Bom graphs as in pp scattering , but no seagull graph; it has already been 

shown that the seagull graph does not make a significant contribution to the violation 

of unitarity around the pp threshold.

The coupling for the 7i7t scattering amplitude is (fp7C7t)2 which is exactly the 

same as the pp case because of the universality ( fpjcn = fpNN = f  = ...) of the p 

coupling constant (f) in the HLS model.

s
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Basically the difference between the kk and the pp cases is the spin structure, 

because the n is spin zero the 7m scattering amplitude unitarity can be tested without 

the complex spin structure clouding the issue.

The amplitude corresponding to figure 7.7 is

_. _2 r u - 1 u - s  t - s  •»
M = r {  J + -------  + -------- - }  (7.32)

s -m  t - m  u -m

Where m is the p mass and the 7t mass is denoted m^, the Mandelstam variables for

the process are given in appendix A.

+

71"71"

Figure 7.7

71"71"

The amplitude M has the following partial wave expansion

M = ^ ( 2 J + 1 ) T ,P j(z) (7.33)

T0 = 2 f2((Y 1+Y2)Q 0(Y1) - O

f2 . s - 4m2 .
T = -  — ( --------- )1 3 V 2 's - m

t , = f2 (r,+ y2) ( 1+ (-D 1) Q / V  • J > 1  <7-34>
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The functions i=l ,2 are defined in appendix A, and have the following form:

2m'2
7  =  1 +

2 (7.35)
s -4m'it

The unitarity test for the ti+ n~ scattering amplitudes Tj is equation (7.16), 

thus for the s-wave amplitude T0 to be unitary it must satisfy

Just above nn threshold at s = 5mn2, analogous to s = 5m2 at pp peak, one finds

Thus equation (7.36) is satisfied and T0 is unitary just above rot threshold; 

this is just as well because the pertubative calculation of r(p-+rot) using Feynman 

rule 2, and coupling = fpjl7I , is within 10% of the experimental data. This is 

illustrated in graph (7.3) for the s- and p-wave amplitudes T0 and Tj.

However at the much higher energy of s=5m2, the scale at which the pp 

amplitudes were tested but would correspond to =150m2 in units of external mass if 

taken over to pp, ie well outside the expected domain of validity. One finds that

(7.36)

that

Obviously in this case (7.36) is not satisfied. T0 violates unitarity.
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( \ )  Conclusions

It has been shown that the p+p- scattering amplitudes violate unitarity and that 

this is principally due to the strong gauge coupling (f) of the p meson in the HLS 

model.

This shows that the one loop calculation of yy—>p°p° in chapter 6 is correct, 

in that the imaginary part of the loop amplitudes are larger than the corresponding 

yy-»p+p“  tree-level amplitudes, just as one would be expect given the results of this 

chapter.

The overall conclusion of this chapter is that the chiral loop expansion in the 

HLS model fails. One of the consequences of this is that the model fails to describe 

the process yy-»pp perturbatively. There is absolutely nothing to be gained by 

evaluating the real parts of the yy—»p°p° loop amplitudes, because a perturbative 

calculation is meaningless in this model. Although it is worth mentioning that in fact 

the real parts have been estimated to some extent and whilst not trustworthy in the 

'perturbative sense' (above) they generally turn out to be larger than the imaginary 

parts ; which is contrary to what Moussallam assumed (see chapter 5 section i ) in 

the preprint version of his paper [59].

Thus by proceeding judiciously one has been saved from a great deal of time 

consuming, and what would have been pointless, computing.

However there is still the possibility that the model might work 

non-perturbativelv!
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Discussion

The aim of this thesis has been to test the HLS model of p mesons against 

experimental data on the process yy-»pp. It is only feasible to calculate yy->pp 

perturbativelv in the HLS model. In the preceeding chapters (4,6 and 7) it has been 

shown that the HLS model fails to describe the process Yy—»pp perturbatively.

However it seemed a reasonable assumption in chapter 2(iv) that if the 

model were valid up to Vs~2 GeV for calculating Skyrmion properties then it should 

be reasonable to expect the model to describe other processes involving p mesons in 

this extrapolated energy range, such as yy—■>PP- It was shown in chapter 7 that the 

HLS model p+p- scattering amplitudes violate unitarity just above pp threshold, 

this suggests that the "meson loops" could become significant. Recalling that as 

pointed out in chapter 2(iii) the "meson loops" are explicitly ignored in the 

calculation of Skyrmion properties, the p field is treated classically.

So it would be most instructive to investigate how sensitive the Skyrmion 

properties are to the region pp threshold < Vs < 2 GeV, before one can dismiss the 

HLS model outright. If the Skyrmion is insensitive to this region of Vs and the loop 

effects (p kinetic term), then there would be no problem for the Skyrmion model; 

this fits in with Ball's idea [20] that the vector mesons should not be crucial to the 

Skyrmion properties and the HLS model should not be useful above Vs =1 GeV. 

Resolution of thisquestion will require numerical studies of Skyrmion properties. An 

exact calculation of the quantum corrections ("meson loops") to the equations of 

motion is probably intractable, although one might gain some insight by putting in 

"by hand" form factors which would have the effect of making p—>0, such as an 

exponential fall off with energy, above pp threshold, this could be part of the 

programme of investigating the ’sensitivity' of the Skyrmion properties.

So, that if it is found that the Skyrmion properties are relatively insensitive 

to the ’extrapolated region’ (including loop effects) of the HLS model then there is 

no need to necessarily abandon the model as a mechanism of Skyrmion stabilization,
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although as a model of p dynamics it would remain invalid (perturbatively). It could 

well be that in this energy range that the p is so far from being 'point-like' that the 

quark structure is playing a significant role and should be included in any 'effective' 

description.

Also very much along the lines of only believing the HLS model below 

pp threshold is the following, inspired by the work of Truong [75]. As was pointed 

out in chapter 3 Poppe [23] regards as serious the omission from the 4-quark 

'exotic' models of the yp+p_ vertex which gives Bom amplitudes. In this thesis we 

have taken those Bom amplitudes at face value and calculated cross sections (above 

pp threshold) which are found to be in serious disagreement with the data. It would 

be most interesting if one could use the Bom amplitudes below pp threshold to place 

constraints on the 4-quark amplitudes.

Here we shall outline Truong's [75] approach to 7t7i scattering and then 

explain how it might be adapted to the process yy-^pp.

First of all Truong takes the Weinberg [76] low-energy nn scattering 

amplitude, this gives a scattering length that is much smaller than the value extracted 

from experimental data, this is clearly unsatisfactory. However using nn phase 

shifts to unitarize the scattering amplitude, via the 'N/D' method, a satisfactory value 

for the scattering length can be obtained. In this method the low-energy Weinberg 

amplitude is only believed in a region of s below nn threshold and is extended to the 

physical region via a dispersion relation; in this way the phase shifts take into 

account the final state interactions. Truong emphasises the advantages of this unitary 

approach over the more conventional chiral perturbation theory, especially if the 

interactions become strong as they do for pp scattering.

Truong then considers a narrow resonance model for the nn phase shifts, 

a combined linear a  model [77] and the p gauged chiral model [12] in which the a  

(0+) is assumed to be a narrow resonance in 'some approximation’. This model 

gives a nn scattering amplitude with 2 terms involving p exchange (t and 

u-channels) and an s-channel a  exchange term. Truong then matches this model
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amplitude with the unmodified Weinberg amplitude in the region in which it is 

believed ie below nn threshold, the unphysical region. The matching is in the 

s-waves and is good up to corrections of the order (m ^ m ^an d  (m^mp)2.

The 'high energy' (ie above nn threshold) narrow resonance model of nn 

scattering is thus constrained by the matching condition; the constrained model is 

found to give scattering lengths in good agreement with experimental data.

The matching condition works when the s-channel resonance of the model 

is the a , isoscalar 0+ state, with linear a  model couplings; if one were to use, say, an 

1=2 resonance instead then this would probably lead to 'bad matching'. Thus the 

choice of resonance is not completely arbitrary.

In summary Truong constructs a narrow resonance model of nn phase 

shifts by constraining the resonance model with a matching condition; the resonance 

model then gives results previously obtained by unitarization of the scattering 

amplitude.

So how might this be adapted to the process yy—»pp ? Corresponding to 

the unmodified Weinberg nn scattering amplitude we have the HLS model tree-level 

amplitudes for yy—»pp, which we only want to believe below pp threshold. Clearly 

yy-»pp is a much more complicated spin system than nn—̂nn, for instance there are 

twelve helicity amplitudes for yy—»pp instead of one for nn->nn which makes 

things more difficult.

There is no data on pp phase shifts so an 'N/D' unitarization of yy-»pp, 

to take into account final state interactions, is not feasible. The lack of pp phase shift 

data means that we can only adopt the second of Truong’s approaches, ie construct 

narrow resonance models which are to be constrained by matching them with the 

HLS model amplitudes below pp threshold.

Thus following Truong one might try a narrow resonance model in which 

the s-channel resonance is a 'qq' state, in appendix F it is shown that only the 1=0 

component of this couples to pp (1=1 coupling v°pp = 0), so in effect the resonance 

would be the isoscalar a. It is conceivable that such a resonance model could be
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matched with the HLS model below pp threshold, since as pointed out in chapter 3 

an s-channel 1=0 resonance mechanism gives

g('Yy-»p°P°) = I  (3
o(YY->p+p-) 2

and the HLS model gives the ratio to be zero. However both of these are 

incompatible with the experimental data which gives the ratio to be >1 (=4 ); so a 

simple a  resonance model is unviable for obtaining a fit to the data

We are thus naturally led to consider a toy 4-quark model of 0+ and 2+ 

narrow resonances, as in the work of Li and Liu [45]-[47] and Achasov et al 

[48]-[50] described in chapter 3, such that in the physical region the ratio of neutral 

to charged cross sections is > 1. The general aim would be to extrapolate these 

4-quark resonance model amplitudes below pp threshold and by matching them with 

the HLS model amplitudes thus put constraints on the 4-quark resonance model. 

And so implicitly include the yp+p“ vertex effects in the ’exotb' models.

Although it may well be that yy—>p°p° zero at the tree-level in the HLS 

modelis simply too strong a condition to allow matching at low energies of the 

4-quark model amplitudes to those of the HLS model.

However it should be emphasised that such a 'matching programme’

requires a great deal of work. This is because of the large domain of parameters,

especially if channels other than pp involved in the 4-quark resonance models are

considered, such as cop, coco, k*k*, etc. For example there are twelve independent i

helicity amplitudes for yy->pp, a suitable scale is required at which the matching i

would be done and there is the question of exactly which 4-quark resonances should

be included? Also because of the different mass scales involved a single expansion 5

parameter is not immediately obvious for the process of extrapolating the 1

'high-energy' narrow resonance model to below pp threshold for the matching. All

of which would require investigation before one could reach any definite l

conclusions, so the matching procedure is a long programme of work. i
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It is interesting to consider further the possibility of a Pomeron 

mechanism giving dominace of the p°p° final state in the process yy—»pp. 

Diffraction scattering, or Pomeron exchange, amplitudes can be generated by 

summing over all possible intermediate states through the unitarity relation [78], an 

example of this with two body intermediate states as an attempt to understand the 

Pomeron at low-energies is given in reference [79].

So what are the possible intermediate states that one could use in this 

manner to generate a Pomeron amplitude for yy—> p°p° ? Firstly we consider the 

electric couplings of the photon to two pseudoscalar (O') states 71+7xr, k+k- applying 

the two body unitarity relation to the diagram in Figure 8.1

YvAAAAA/1

'W W X A J

tc+, k+

ti~, k"

ti+, k+

Fig 8.1

n~, k'

unfortunately the best that this can give is a( yy-> p°p°) * a( yy—» p+p_), which is 

obviously of no use for giving neutral channel dominance.

Four body intermediate states, such as four pseudoscalars (rc,k), is in 

general too difficult to compute; but in an approximation could be ccRidered as a 

two-body intermediate state of two body resonances such as pp or a a  (0+0+). The 

pp case has already been dismissed; the a is believed to have mass>900MeV this is 

simply too heavy for it to produce a diffraction peak at Vs=1.6 GeV since it would 

be likely to give a cross section rising to a maximum around Vs=2 GeV.

One is thus led to consider the 'non-electric' couplings of the photon 

generated by the Wess-Zumino action [80]; incorporating the Wess-Zumino term 

into the HLS model (see chapter 7.3 of ref.[19]) gives yco7t° and p°am° vertices. In
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this case the imaginary part of the yy->pp amplitude is given by applying the two 

body unitarity relation to the diagram in Figure 8.2

7t

CD Fig.8.2

7ll

This guarantees a( yy-> p°p°)» a( yy-> p+p“), given that the y and p° couplings 

are given by the Wess-Zumino term. So in this way the p+p_ final state is 

suppressed with respect to the p°p° final state as required by experiment.

However the same model can be used to calculate the process yy—»oxo, the 

diagram for this process is Fig.8.3

y vAAAAA/1

*'\a a / \a a J

7T 71

CD P° Fig.8.3

71° 71° -------------- CD

which can be seen to have exactly the same coupling as the diagram for y)H►P0?0. 

so that near threshold of Vs=1.6 GeV this model would give a(YY-*wa>) = 

a(yy—>p°p°) whereas the experimental data in this region gives

q fY Y ^pV l = 5.0-10.0
0(YY—>0X0)

So this approach to diffractive scattering, with non-electric couplings fails. The 

failure of this low-energy' Pomeron approach to provide a satisfactory mechanism
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for the processes yy—»p°p° and yy-^oxo makes it hard to understand exactly why 

the t-channel factorization approach of Alexander et al [53] should work.

If the Pomeron were to dominate the process yy—»pp and one applied the 

Truong type matching to the Pomeron amplitudes then there is no problem with the 

neutral channel (both zero below pp threshold),but the HLS model amplitude for 

yy-»p+p“ is so large and has a functional dependence contrary to the experimental 

data that it would seem unlikely to be able to achieve a satisfactory matching.

The violation of unitarity by the p+p~ scattering amplitudes suggests 

another very interesting line of investigation which would tie-in very nicely with the 

yy—>VV physics. The unitarity violation is an indication of the possibility of ('pp') 

resonance formation, recalling from chapter 3 that both 1=0 and 1=2 resonances are 

required in the 4-quark explana tion of yy—>pp then we also need to consider the 

case of the p+p+ scattering amplitudes as an 1=2 resonance would be 'built' from 

p+p+. In fact the Bom amplitudes (t and u-channels but no s-channel) for p+p+ are 

the same as those for p+p~ apart from an overall'-' sign, the seagull terms will be 

different but it was shown in chapter 7 that these are not a major factor in the 

violation of unitarity just above pp threshold. So it would seem that the p+p+ 

amplitudes also violate unitarity.

Although we have shown that the HLS model fails perturbatively there 

seems to be no reason a priori to disbelieve it non-perturbatively. So a 

non-perturbative calculation showing up 1=2 'pp' resonances would be most 

interesting since it could be regarded as a dynamical model for 4-quark states, which 

have so far only been considered in a 'static' bag model description. This would be a 

'challenging' calculation for the lattice!

Another approach to the process yy-»pp that might be considered is to 

extend the HLS model so as to include higher derivative, or'non-minimal’, terms; to
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generate tree-level diagrams for both yy—» p+p~ and yy—» p°p°. Such an effective 

Lagrangian approach includes any term allowed by the symmetries of the theory, but 

with arbitary coefficients to be fixed by experimental data; it should be noted that 

fitting the data by as many terms as needed means a loss of predictivity. In this way 

one could certainly generate tree-level diagrams for the neutral channel, which is 

required to be 'dominant, but at the same time this would also generate diagrams for 

the charged channel which is required to be small compared to the neutral channel. 

Unfortunately the indications are that for a given higher derivative term, with an 

overall coupling constant which is a parameter to be fixed, every neutral channel 

diagram generated there are several charged channel diagrams so on this basis alone 

it would seem unlikely that dominace of the neutral channel will occur.

So although the content of the thesis might seem some what negative, it 

certainly suggests several very interesting lines of investigation for future work.
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Appendix A

General Notation:

Metric g^v= diag( 1,-1,-1,-1)

A is defined to be equal to B A:=B

Trace of matrix M TrM

RHS, LHS := right,left -hand side 

{Ta} a = 1,2,3 are the generators of SU(2), normalised as Tr( TaTb) = 

Formulae and Functions for Partial Waves:

1 cl̂  2
Legendre Polynomials P (x):= (x - l)n

2”n! dx”

Associated Legendre Polynomial
, T d mP(x)

P^(*):= (1-x ) ---- — -n , mdx

-1 z -5

Q0(z) = i l n ( i i i )  , Q,(z) = zQ0( z ) - l  (A.l)

Recurrence Formula QL(z) = (2 - i )  z QL1(z) - ( l  - i - )  QL.2(z) . L>1

(A.2)
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Addition Theorem

P (cos9 cos0 + sinG sinG coscp ) =n 1 2  1 2 x 7
oo

P (cosG ) P (cosG ) + 2 V  — n — P*”(cosG ) P^(cosG ) cos mcp 
1 2 t iH n + m + l )  i » 2

(A.3)

oo

—  = £ ( 2 n + l )  Qn(a) Pn(z) (A.4)
a  - z n=0

converges provided that Iz + V(z2- 1) I < la + V(a2- 1) I

Dynamical Variables for the reactions 1 + 2 —> 3 + 4

Where 1,2 = yy, p+p-, tc+tr and 3,4 = p°p°, p+p_, Jr^t*

Conservation of four momentum: k1+ k2 = k3 + k4 (A.5)

2 2 2 Mandelstam Variables s=(kj+ kj) , t = (kj- kg) , u = (kj- k4)

(A.6)

In the centre of mass frame

k“ = ( E , k )  , k£ = (E,-k) , k j = , k2= E2-kj

k“ = (E, k') , k" = (E,-k') , k^ = k2 , k’2= E2- k^ (A.7)

and the scattering angle (G) is defined by

cosG = z := (A.8)kk

where k = Ikl and k'= Ik'l
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Figure A.1

Particles 1 and 2 along the z-axis so k = (0,0Jc)

Particles 3 and 4 in the x-z plane so k'= (k'sinO, 0, k'cosG)

(i) VY-»PP

kj= kj= 0 , k^= k2= m2 , k * k '  , s = 4E2 

t - m2= -2kk'(aj- z) , u - m2 = •2kk'(a1+ z)

where a  = — =
k / s

1 = F V * - 4  m2

fii) pp->pp

k2= l4= k̂ = k2= m2 , k = k' , s = 4E2 

t - m2= -Skk'Cc -̂ z) , u - m2 = -2kk'(a2+ z)

u 1 2m2where a 0= 1 + ---------
2 s -4m

t = -2kk’(l-z) , u = -2kk’(l+z)
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fiiil im-¥Kn
. 2 , 2 . 2 , 2  2 , tl Ar2kj= 1^= k3= k4= , k = k , s = 4E

t = -2kk’(l-z) , u = -2kk'(l+z) 

t - m2= -2kk'(Yj- z) , u - m =  -2kk'(y1+ z) 

2m2
where y.= 1 + ---------

1  A 2s - 4mK

u - s = -2kk’(y2-z )  , t - s = -2kk'(y2+ z) 

2swhere y2= 1 + ---------
s - 4m
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Appendix B

Diagonalization of the HLS La gran gi an and the Fevnman rules.

In chapter 2 the HLS lagrangian for n,W and B fields (equation 2.21) was 

derived, in this appendix the lagrangian is diagonalized to give mass and charge 

eigenstates.

1 -• a _  - * a  j  o_2 i 3
L = -i<a ?t)2 + - f v  . ( i t x 3 ^ )  + - r r v  - - T r \ rT  » 2 n 2 I  m 2 HV

+ 1 ^ 1  g'B (it x3*4t), - a^ f g'B VjJ + ^ g ^ B 2 - I b 2 
2 P 3 * M 3 2 * M 4 |iv

(2.21)

The physical fields are defined as follows

7t =71° 3

B = cosG A - sinG p°
a  a  a

V^= sinGAa + cosG p0"  (B.l)

X± = -j= (X T  iX2) (B.2)

Where X± destroys ± and Xp 7tj, V* i = 1,2,3.

The kinetic term for the HLS is given by equation 2.12, it can be shown that

- i-T rV 2 s - i - F  F ^ - f a ^ T ' x T )2 pv 4 apv a p v
f2

. L ( V  x V  ).(V*xVV)
4 P v'

Where F / v b (0pVv - 3vV^)a .
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Using the above definitions of the physical fields the Lagrangian 2.21 becomes

L = 3 jt+3“j r  + J-3 Ji03a7t° -  — (3 A • 3 A )2 
a  2 a  4 a  p p a

-5 <3«PS ' V a )2 + i mp»Pa P°a

+ i g  A (n~dCLn+- n +dan~) + i g  p°(7r 9a7i+ - n+d°Tr)
yxx a  p°TC7i a

+ i g  p+(7C°3a7C“ -  TC'd0̂ 0) + i g  p_ (7C+9a7t°-7C09a7t+)p%n a  p%7i a

+ i f  cos9 [  (p+p- -  p 'p + )3 a pofi

+ 0 «pp -  V a )p0ap+P -  (3„p;  -  f y j y v *  1

+ i f  sine [  (p+p- -  p+p-)3aAPa p p a

+ (3 p ; - 3 „ p - ) A a P+fi- 0  p ! - 3 „ P +)Aa p -p ]a  p P a  a  p P a

+ f2 cos20 [  p + p -p ^ p 0  ̂-  p ^ p -°p “pop ]

+ f2 sin20 [  P > - A ° a P  -  p V A  A> ]a  p a  p

+ f2 cos0 sinG [  p£p~(Aa p°P + A^p0®) -  2 p*p~aApP°P ]

f2

+ T  p ;p p [p ^ p 'p~p+pp"a l (B-3>

The mixing angle 0 is given by tan0 = g’/f  and the mass eigenstaes are 

m20 = a (f2+ g'2) f2 , m2 = a f2 f2pu 1C p1 1C

the vector couplings to the pion current are given by

g = g’ cos0 + 4  (f sin0 - g’ cosG) (B.4)yitit 2
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a (a-2)
= — f cosG + — — g' sin0 (B.5)

a f
(B.6)

Since the weak interactions have not been included in this lagrangian then one can 

immediately identify the U (1 ) q  coupling constant g' with the electric charge e, that is 

g'=e, where e2/4rc = 1/137 (B.7).The HLS coupling constant f is determined from 

the (KSRF) mass relation given above. The input is the measured p mass = 

770MeV, the pion decay constant fn=93MeV and a=2 (as discussed in chapter2), 

this yields f=5.85(B.8). Consequently cos0=l and sin0=O numerically, and for the 

purposes of calculation f cos0 = f and f sin0 = e (B.9).

As a result of the above the vector couplings to the pion current become gY7nt= e and 

gp7C7t= f. It is interesting to note that the "a" dependence of g ^  disappears whatever 

the value of 0, since f sin0 - g' cos0 = 0. Which is presumably a reflection of the 

universality of the electromagnetic couplimg, so that the n charge couples with 'e'.



The Feynman rules arising from the Lagrangian (B.3) are as follows, all four 

momentum are ’going into' the vertex:

P

ie[gf#(kr  k / +  gpx( V  1^)“+ g ^ -  k / ]  

RULE 3

if[gaP(kr  k / +  g ^ -  k^)a+ g0* ^ -  k / ]  

RULE 4
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i f2[gaY fl+ g cV x- 2 g ‘V x]

RULE 5

[gaXg*P+ g o-.gPX.2 gaPg)tX]

RULE 6

i t  ?*(?■-
RULE 7

if2[2gOTgpX-gaV X-gay fi]
RULE 8
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k
p propagator a ----------- ►

RULE 9
2

• ('g„R+ k„ V m )1 Ofi _«_£------  t £>0
2 2 k - m + te

For an intial photon or vector meson take the polarization vector and for a 
final photon or vector meson take the complex conjugate of the polarization vector

Em ' V l A A A j V  RULE 10a

> • « « w u w  RULE 10b

Si s
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Appendix C Partial Wave Amplitudes

(il Helicitv Amplitude Notation

The processes 7(1) + 7(2) -> p(3) + p(4) and p(l)  + p(2) -> p(3) + p(4) will have 

helicity amplitudes denoted by Mabcd which is obtained from the Feynman amplitude 

(calculated using the rules in appendix B) M001̂

Ea £* EX M (C.l)
la 2b 3c 4d ootpX v '

Where 8 j is the polarization vector for particle 1 and so on. The letters a,b,c,d label

the helicity of particles 1,2,3,4 respectively and they can take the values

a,b,c,d = ± 1 , 0  (C.2)

except in the case of the reaction 7(1) + 7(2) —» p(3) + p(4) longitudinally polarized 

photons are excluded (a,b * 0).

Following the notation of Jacob and Wick [81], the total spin component of 

the initial(final) particles along the direction of motion is

X = a -  b ( X’ = c - d ) (C.3)

and the partial wave expansion of the helicity amplitude is

M,bcd(s,9) = ^  (2J+1) T ^ s )  d^,(6) (C.4)
J

Where s is the centre of mass energy squared and 0 is the scattering angle as defined 

in appendix A.

The dxx have the following useful proerties :

n

Orthogonality Jsin0 d0 d^,(0) d^,(0) = 2j + f \ x ’

d = d = (- l)* ^ d  . (for any J) (C.6)

1 1 1



( si!e + "cot9T3 e } t .  (C7)

dgQ — Pj(cos0)

ij = .  O
10 V  J(Jh

dP/cosG)
sinG-------------

dcosG

4 = 4 = i V l sin2e
2 j2 1d21 = - cfj2 = — (l+cos0) sin0

2 2 1 
d2_i = - d 12 = — (l-cos0) sin0

d 22 =  d -2 -2 =  j ( l+ C O S 0 ) 2 

d2 -2 =  d-2 2 = 4* 0 +cos8)

(C.8)

(C.9)

(C.10)

(C.11)

(C.12)
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(iil Polarization Vectors

The 4 momenta kj are as defined in appendix A, in the centre of mass frame 

with the incoming particles (1&2) along the z axis and the outgoing particles (3&4) 

in the x-z plane. Then the polarization vectors which project out states of definite 

helicity (these are the same as those used by Poppe [23] with final state vectors 

constructed by rotation , see Scadron [82]).

e, = - k  (0,-1 ,-i,0) , e =_L(0,i,-i,0)
1+ J 2  . 1_ J 2

£ =-7= (0,1 ,-i,0) , e = - L  (0,-l,-i,0)
2* J 2  - f t

If the particles 1&2 are p mesons then their longitudinal polarization vectors are 

e io = m (k’° ’° ’E) » £20 = m (k’° ’° ’"E)

e = (O,-cos0,-i, sinG) , e = -̂ == (O,cos0,-i, -sin0)3+ 7 2  ’ 2-  J 2

e = -4= (O,cos0,-i, -sin0) , e = (O,-cos0,-i, sin0)
4+ J l  A~ J 2

e = — (k\ Esin6,0, EcosO) , e = — (k'.-EsinO.O,-EcosO) 
30 m 40 m

(C.13)
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£iii) T t->  P+P~

Helicity Amplitudes

The polarization vectors on page are used to project out the tree level yy —» p+ p~ 

helicity amplitudes Mabcd from the Feynman amplitude M00#*- equation 4.4.

M+ +++ = M '---

= 2 e2 x + k2(l+z)2 + (k+k1)2 sin28
2t - m

k2(l-z)2 + (k+k')2 sin20 ,+ — —̂ C 1----- :--------- )
2 1u - m

M++-- = m --++

„ 2 ,  . . k2(l-z)2 + (k-k')2 sin20 
= -2e { 1 + ----------------- ------------

t - m

k2(l+z)2 + (k-k’)2 sin2e ,
+  =  )

u - m

m +++-=m ++-+= m --+- = m -- -+= o

m +-++= m -+++= m +-- -= m -+--

= 2 e2 m2 sin20 { — + — —-  } 
t - m u - m

M+- + - = M- + - +

= - 2 e2 k2(l+z)2 { — + — l—  } 
t - m  u -m
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M +-* + = M ‘ + + -

O 2.2  x2 r 1 1 ,=  - 2 e k  (1 -z )  { --------- + ------------  }
. 2 2 t - m  u - m

M+ ++o = m ++o + = m --°- = M---°  = 0

m ++- ° = m ++° - = m --0+= m --+0= o

M+ + oo = M " 0 0

,  2 (k2+ k'2) _ SkTz _1______ 1 _
1 2 ’  2 2 "  2 m m t-m  u - m

, 2 k2(k2+ k'2) (k2+ m2) sin20 1 1
( — 1  + ----------1 )( — +  2 }m m t-m  u-m

M+ - 0 0 = M - + 0 0

= - 2 e2 (k2+ m2) sin20 { + — l—  }
t - m  u - m

M+- + ° = M- + ' 0 = -M  + -°- = -M - + 0 +

9 i-  1 1
= - e (2J2 k m i) (1+ z) sinG { -------  + ------   }

t - m  u - m

m +- - ° = m -++0= - m +-0+= - m -+°-

= e2 ( 2 7 2 k m i ) ( l - z ) s i n 9  ( - 2 _  + _ 1 _  }
t - m  u - m
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The partial wave amplitudes are then projected out using the orthogonality and 

symmetry properties of the d^ . functions and the expansion (A.4).

T;  + + += e2 (1 + (-1)') Qj(a )
a 1

, ( l - a ) 2 ,
Tt " =  e  M  1 + (-1)J ) Qj(a )

a
i

2
,  ̂  ̂ n Pi 16m a  10 3r2 = - eV I ( - s -131 W  • t  W  + ? W  3

T; - + - = T ; - += e 2! j i t  >

t ;  + 0 °= e2( Q0(a,) - 0 , ( 0 , ) )  - 4 Ql( a )  + <L*il)
m

T, + °= - T j ” °= - e2 ( Q0( a ) - ^ ( a , ) - ^ ( o , )  )
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(iv) p+ p --> p + p -

The polarization vectors are used to project out the p+ p~ scattering amplitudes from 

the Feynman amplitude (7.19), the Bom and seagull terms are kept seperate :

M+ +++ = M -"-
2

J2, , U - t  1 ,  (1 + Z ) ,  . 2 . 2n v
= r  { ------ ------------ - ( — J— (s-u) + 8k sm 0 )

s - m t-m

1 (! !^ -< s - t)  + 8k2sin29 )
2 '  4

u - m

+ ^(z2- 6z - 3) seagull

2 2 
_ ^ 2 f U - t  S - U  (1 -Z ) S - t  (1 + Z )

= * 2 ’ " 2 4 2 4
s - m  t - m  u - m

(z2+ 6z - 3)
+ ----------------    s e a g u ll

m +++-= m ++-+= m --+- = m ---+=

m +-++=m *+++= m +-- -= m -+--

f2 (t + 4m2) sin20 (u + 4m ) sin 6
”  4” * 2 2t - m  u -m

2
sin 0 seagull

m +-+-= m -+-+

=  ^ . ( ^ ( l + 2 ) 2 + - ^ ( 1 + Z ) 2
t- m  

+ (l+z)2

u -m

seagull
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M+-- + = m - ++-

4 ( ^ a - z )2 + 1-z)2
t - m  

+ (1-z)2

u -m

seagull

f2 f  2(2E2+ m 2)
= ^ { 4k

2 v 2 m s - m

j [  (4k2(2E2+ m2) - E2(s - u) )sin26 - 2 s k2(l-z)2 ] 

+ 2

j [ (4k2(2E2+ m2) - E2(s - 1) )sin26 - 2 s k2(l+  z)2 ]

+ 7  *4 u -m

,2 2. c 2 E
T ‘ 2V

(2 E + 3 k  ) _ E_p (̂z) seagull J

M+ - °0 = M '  + 00 = M° 0 + - = M° 0' +

f2 f [ 4k2(2E2+ m2) - E2(s - u) ] sin20
= - M

2m2 t - m 2

, [ 4k2(2E2+ m2) - E2(s - 1) ] sin20 
2u -m

2 2 + E sin 0 seagull
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M+ + + 0=M ---°= M +0 + + = M-°--
= -M  + + 0 + = -M 0 + + + = -M --° -  = - M 0---

_ ^2 iE s in0  |  -16k2 + ( 8k2(3z-l)-(s-u)(l+z)) 

2^2  m s - m2 t - m 2

( 8k2(3z+l)+(s-t)(l-z)) 
2

u - m

+ (z-3) seagull

M+ + -° = M-- + 0=M -°+ + = M+0-- 
= -M  + + °- = -M°- + + = - M - - 0 + = - M 0 + --

2 , 2, , , 2^ iE s in G  f 16k (t+4m . (u+4m .
= f — —  (  -------   + 2 -A l-z) + 2------ -^ l+ z )

2 j2  m s -m  t - m  u -m

+ (z+3) seagull

m +-+0= m -+-0= m +0+- = m -° -+
= -M +-°- = -M°- + * = -M- + 0 + = -M 0 + - +

= f2 iEsine  |  J t+ 4 n f ) (1+z) _ (u+faf t  ^  

i j l  m t - m 2 u - m 2

+ (1+z) seagull

m +- - ° = m -++0= m - °+' = m +0+-
= - M+ *0 + = - M*+ 0" = - M 0 + + - = -M°-- +

= E sin8 (  (t+4m2)<l z) +

2 ^ 2  m t -m "  u - m

- (1-z) seagull }
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The partial wave amplitudes are then projected out using the orthogonality 
and symmetry properties of the dj^' functions and the expansion (A.4). For 
convenience we define the following variables:

x = d j = 1 + 2m2/4k2 , y = 1 + 2s/4k2 where 4k2= s-4m2

T0 + + += J f2{ - 1 +  (x+y)(Qo<X)‘4 Q l(x)'4 Q 2(x))  +

-1 seagull }

To+ = j  **14 + (x+y)(QoW • +^ 2 (x))

-1  seagull }

t;  • + += ̂ / |  f2! J  - (x-D(Qo<x> - y Q 2W + 7Q4W)

}—  seagull

T* ' + = ^  { (x+y)(2Q0(x)+ ~ Q 2(x)+1 -rQ 4(x)) - 2
35 2 7 175 

+ 1 seagull }

T+ ' + *= T+ + 2 2

r 0 * 00= U {  A f a w  - + 5 Q 2M  - f )
m  2  

+ I ± ! I L ( qo0 0 -Q 2(x))
s -4m

- (5S - seagull }
16m2
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r  e 2
T2 0 °= f2 2y J j  { (x+y - 4) - 2)(Q d (x )-^ Q 2( x ) + ^ Q 4(x))

}
2 2 E E

5m2 10m2
seagull

T̂  + °=f!(iE) . A. seagull }
m 3(s - m ) z

0= f 2 ( i E ) { ^ k L  . A seagull } 
m 3(s - m ) L

+ j  seagull }

T2 °= ^ + j

j  seagull }
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Appendix D Loop Diagram Results

fiV Cutkoskv's Rule

Take the bubble diagram as an example to work with, p mesons in the loop

Fig. D.l■s

Diagram for yy—»pp figure D.l is constructed from Feynman rules 6 and 5/8 

in appendix B. The basic integration has the form

f a  , 2  2 * 2 2 '■ = 2lA V*) <D.l)(q - m + i£)(r - m + ie)

When s>4m2 there is sufficient energy for p pair production, s=4m2 is the threshold 

for the process yy->pp. Consequently when s>4m2 the particles in the loop become 

'real' and go on-shell, so the above diagram develops a cut starting at s=4m2.

The imaginary part is calculated using Cutkosky’s rule [68], the prescription 

is that each propagator "going on-shell" is replaced by a delta function:

  ------ —> 2 ni 5(q2- m2)
2 2 .  n 

q  -  m  +  IE

 l-  —» 2 ia 8(r2- m 2) (D.2)
2 2 . r  - m + ie

Applying this prescription to the integrand of equation (D.l) gives
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Jd4q 2 ni 8(q2- m2) 2 m 8(r2- m2) = 27t2i ( 2i Im Ij(s))

=» Im Ij(s) = Jd4q 8(q2- m2) 8(r2- m2) (D.3)

The two delta functions project out

qaq - m 2= 0  (a) , qaq -m 2+ k 2-2kaq = 0  (b) (D.4)
a  a  a

The equations a and b above determine two of the four degrees of freedom in the 

loop momentum qa

q“= ( ^ . q ) , q = |q | = > / ^
2m

q = q (sin0 coscp, sinG sin(p, cos0) (D.5)

Where 0 and (p are the "polar-co-ordinates" for the solid angle integration over the 

two remaining degrees of freedom

d£2 = sin0 d0 dtp , O<0<7t , 0<(p<2n 

The integration (D.3) is best performed [83] by making a change of variable

d4q = Iql e de dq° dT2 , where e2=  lql2+ m2 (D.6)

with the result that (D.3) is rewritten as

Im I,(s) = J  Iql e de dq° cM S( (q°f- e2) S( (q0)2- e2+ s - 2 kaq J

(D.7)

the dq° integration is easily performed
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Using 5((q°)2- e 2) = — 8(q°-e) 
2e

Im Ij(s) = fy -  5(s - 2%fs q°) dq° dQ

I m l ^ X ^  Jdfl (D.8)

With the final result that

[1(s)= fN/Im l,(s) = i .  / l - ^  (D.9)

(ii) 'Deriving' the Dispersive Integral

Let f be an analytic function in the s-plane; assume that f has no poles at the 

origin and that as s— then lim f(s)=0.

Cauchy’s theorem staes that for any contour C

—  [ —  d s = f ( s 0) (D.10)
2 m l s ' so

The contour C, see Fig.D.2 (overleaf), avoids the cut in the s-plane [0,-h*>) 

along the real s-axis. Letting R-»°° and r->0 the integrals around CRand Cr->0 

leaving just the integrals above and below the cut, thus

< p .„ )
2m 5 s so
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Zs

cut Figure D.2

CR,Cr are circles of radius R,r with R>r.

Where s±is the value of s just above/below the cut, the numerator of the integrand of 

(D.l 1) is the discontinuity of the function f across the cut

f(s+) - f(s*) = 2 i Im f(s) (D.12)

So the integral may be rewritten as:

f(s,o ) = I J ^  ( 0 ,3 )
n o o

In the case of the p loop diagrams the cut is in the interval [4m2,-h») along 

the real s-axis, there is no imaginary part for s<4m2, therefore (D.12) is modified to

f ( s ) = l  [ Im f(.s'L jj , e>0 (D.14)
tr J  c .  ID71 ,  S -  S -  IE

4m

In general given the imaginary part of a function f  the real part can be 

reconstructed using equation (D.l3) up to n-subtraction constants where

I f(s-*«») | < constant x I s ln'a n=l,2,... and 0<a<l (D.15)
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(iii) Bubble Diagram Integration Formulae

The integration formulae for the bubble diagram, figure D 1 , are:

Jd4q 1:q2 : q 2q ;2q q2q g = 2 7 ^ 1 ^ )  D . l f i ^ y k 2) D .17;
(q  -  m  )(r -  m  )

2«?i (gOTe1(k2) + k“k*e2(k2)) D.18 ;

2n i (  [g^kf] f,(k2) + kV k*5 f2(k2) )  D.19

With the notation [g^k^l meaning symmmetrise the terms in the square brackets will 

be used throughout appendices D and E , ie

[ s m  kp ] ■ g“ kp+ goPk*+ g’tPka

Equation (D .l6) has already been calculated, see (D.9), applying the same 

method to (D.17) in reducing the d4q integration to a solid angle integration yields

ka Im y k 2) = I  /  1 - Idfl qa (D.20)

contracting both sides of this equation with ka , replacing kq with k2/2 using 

equation(D.4) (ie as a result of the Cutkosky rule) one obtains

Im l2(k2) = ^ ^  1 1 —  4n = i l m l , ( k 2) (D.21)

The functions Im ej(k2) and Im fj(k2) are similarly obtained by contracting equations 

(D.17) and (D.18) with g ^  and Iq* and applying the Cutkosky rules (ie equation 

(D .4)). This leads to sets of linear equations whose solutions are Im ej(k2) and Im 

fj(k2).
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For example, by contracting (D.17) with and then yields the following 

two equations, Im ej and Im Ij all functions of k2:

2 RIm ej + k Im e2 = —  Im Ij

4 Im ej + k2̂  e2 = m2 Im Ij 

which have the following solutions

(k2- 4m2) (k2- m2)
Im e2 = ------ — Im Ij , Ime2 =  - Im Ij (D.22)

and similarly for the Im fj

Im f = i l m e .  , Im f, = -k— ■— Im I. (D.22)
2 4k

The formulae D.9/14/21/22 are then used to reconstruct the real part of the 

loop integral, as discussed in chapter 5. For example

ei(k2)=- J  ~ 11,1 ei(k,:!) (EX23)J 2 k - k - ie
4m

 1-----= P-i— + in 8(x'- x) (D.24)
x’- x - ie x * x

These formulae are valid for the s,t and u-channel diagrams. In the case of the 

s-channel diagram figure D.l k«= ( k2+ k2)a and k2=s, the t-channel diagram below
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Figure D.3

is obtained from the s-channel by k2<-» -  k3 and ?w->p interchange so that

ka= ( k2- k3)a and k2=t (<0). Similarly for the u-channel diagram by k2<-> -  k4 and

7 interchange.

(iv) Triangle Diagram Integration Formulae

Fig D.4

Consider the triangle diagram above from which all other triangle diagrams can be 

obtained by suitable interchanges.
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The integration formulae are:

jd4q - 2 2  ̂3 ;r , , = (D-25);
(q - m )((q-k) - m XCq-kj) - m )

2 ^  (k“ai(k ,kj) + ka ^ (k ^ k j))  (D.26);

2n2i (gaItb1(k2,k))+ k“k^b2(k2,k1)+kak’lb3(k2,k1)+[kakj]b4(k2,k1))

(D.27)

Applying Cutkosky's rule (D.2) to the two propagators which go on-shell at 

pp threshold (s=4m2) , then equation (D.25) becomes:

r 4 5(q2-m 2)8(r2-m 2) , T/12, N
d q — --------,  - = Im J(k Jc,) (D.28)

J (q-k,) - m2

proceeding as before, in the bubble diagram case equations (D.3) to (D.8), this 

reduces to a solid angle integration

2

Im J(k2,k,) = I  / 1  - fdO — 1 ------ (D.29)
8 W  k2 J k2-2k“qo

Defining z l to be the cosine of the angle between k andq ,then the

denominator of (D.29) is rewritten as

2k.- 2k“q = - 2 Ikl Iql (a  - z.) (D.30)
1 i a  1

where k“ = (k°, k ) and
o o , 2l\a =2ki<r-ki l  (D.31)

2 Ikl Iql

So that the solid angle integration now has the form:
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Im J(k2,k1) = -  , ~ i  . J J £ -  
&Jk2 Ikl a _ z i

(D.32)

Which is easily integrated to give

Im J(k ,kj) = — — —  Qffo.) 03.33)
2yjk2 Ikl

and where Q0(z) is defined in appendix A.

Dropping the explicit (k2,kj) dependence, for the time being, of the functions 

J,aj and b*. Consider equation (D.26), apply the Cutkosky rule to give

f ,4 8(q2- m2) 8(r2- m2) a , a T , a T _  „ ̂
d q — ------ ----------- i  q = k“ Im aj + ka Im (D.34)

J (q-kj) - m2

contract (D.34) with , then substitute kq =k2/2 using (D.4) and use (D.28) to give 

k2 2—  Im J = kkj Im at + k Im ^  (D.35)

Contract (D.34) with -2klot and add this to k ^  multiplying equation (D.28):

f 4 6(q2-m 2)8(r2-m 2) 2 . , 2 ,  T
Jd  q  2 —  (kj- 2kjq) = k1Im J

(q-kj) - m

- 2(k2 Imaj + kkj Im a ^  (D.36)

The denominator is thus cancelled giving:

I m l ^ k j C l m J ^ I m a j )  -2kk ,Im a2 (D.37)

The linear equations (D.35) and (D.37) are easily solved to give:
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- k2 Im I + k2(k?- kk.) Im J 
Im a ,  = ------------!------ _ ! ___ 1

1 _  . 9 .  9  9
2(k2k2 - (kkj)2)

I m a ^ — !------- !— — !------ —!------- (D.38)
2(k k, - (kk,)2)

kk, Im I, + k2(k2- kk,) Im J

The same procedure is applied to equation (D.27) to obtain the coeflcients 

Imbj as functions of k2, kj2, kkl5 ImJ and Imlj. However this time , since there are 

more coefficients to find the algebraic programming system REDUCE is used.

In fact use of REDUCE is essential for obtaining these coefficients and those 

for the integrals with 3 and 4 powers of loop momentum in the numerator ( Im q  and 

Im dj respectively).

Im bj =
k2(k2- kk,) Im I, + (k2k2(2kk,-k2-k2) - 4m2(kk,)2) Im J

8(k,k2- (kk,)2)

Imb2 = ------------------ !------------------{ 3(kk.- k2) (k2)2Im I,9 9 9 9  2 4 l v l l / v /  1
8( k,k (k,k -2(kk,) )+(kk,) )

+k2(k2k,(3kj-6kk,+ k2- 4m2)+2(kk,)2(k2+ 2m2)) Im J }

2, 2 .. 2. 2

k2(kk,-k2) Im b, - k2 Ime

2( (kk,)2- k2k2 )

(D.39)
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To perform the dispersive integration the functions J, a* and b{ must be 

expressed in terms of the Mandelstam variables s,t,u.

For exmple take the basic triangle diagram figure D .4, called (12 (34)) in the 

notation of chapter 6, then we substitute the following

k2= s , Ikl = ^ , kkj= ~  and k2= 0 (photon on-shell)

into the expressions for J, a* and b{. With the result that

Im J(s,k ) = - -J. Q ^ a  ) , a  = / — r  (D.40)
1 s ^  1 1 V  s - 4m

2
Im a ^ s^ j)  = — Im I^s) + Im J(sJCj) 

s

Im a ^ s ,^ )  = - Im I^s) 
s

1 m2
Im b^s^kj) = - I m  Ix(s) + —  Im Jfokj) (D.41)

The integral coefficients corresponding to the diagram (34 (12))

Fig D.5

are easily obtained by those derived for the (12 (34)) diagram simply by the change 

k j—* k3= (Vs/2, k ' ) , the coefficients are still functions of s but have a different form 

because k3 is the four momentum of a massive particle. So one uses
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kk3= — and k3= m (p meson on-shell)

im j (s>k3) = _ ! L ^ / 1 - l Z ^ (a
s - 4m V s 2

2

a  = 1 + 
2

and equation (D.38) gives

2m
2 . 2  s - 4m

(D.42)

(D.43)

2 s 2m
Im a ^ s ^ )  = --------  Im Ij(s) + —— -  Im Jfok^

s - 4m s - 4m 
2

Im a ^ s j^ )  = — l—  Im I3(s) - — — ■- Im Jfol^) 
s - 4m s - 4m

2 2 2 _ , . . . s - 2m (s - 3m )m
Im bjCs,!^) = ------------- Im Ij(s) + ---------------- Im J(s,kj)

4(s - 4m ) 2(s - 4m )
(D.44)

To calculate the functions ImJ, Imaj and Imbj for the t or u-channel diagrams, 

equations (6.4b&c) requires a little more care. For instance consider the (13 (24)) 

triangle diagram

Fig D.6

The function ImJCk2̂ )  is calculated in the centre of mass frame of the process 

tfkj) + p(-k3) - » +  P(k4) (D.45)

So that conservation of four momentum now reads
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kr  kj = k = k4- k2 (D.46)

and k2 = s the centre of mass energy squared for the process (D.45)

k“= (k°, k) , kj= 0 =* Ik! = k° = i l i .  (D.47)
2 /s

Putting this into equation (D.33) gives:

Im J(s,k1) = _ ^ - _ Q 0(a  ) (D.48)
s - m

Finally to obtain the expression for ImJ in the centre of mass frame of the 

process

tfkj) + y(k2) —> pCkj) + p(k4) (D.49)

the interchange s<-»t (ie k2<-> -k3) is made so that finally

ImJ(t,k,) = — Q0( a )  , a  = J — l—  (D.50,51)
t - m \ ]  t - 4m

The dispersive integral then approximates a reconstruction of the function:

1 f lm J( t ,,k1)dt'
J(t,kj) = -   i

n 2 t'-1 -i
4m

(D.52) 
IE

Noting that for the process (D.50) t<0 and so the function J(t,ki) is real, there 

are no poles.

The rest of the functions Ima* and Imbj are easily calculated from the formulae 

(D.38) and (D.39) simply by, noting that for the (13 (24)) diagram (say) k=kr  k3, 

substituting the following

k2= t  , k2= 0  , k k j = i - ^ -

without the need to go to some other process and then convert back by s*->t 

interchange.
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Appendix E Box Diagram Results

(i) Integration Formulae for Box Diagram (1234^

The integration formulae for the box diagram (1234),figure 5.3, are:

|d 4q ___________ l ; q g ; q V  =
J (q2- m2)((q-kj)2- m2)(r2- m'xCq-k,)2- m2)

27t2i 'l '(s )t) (E.l);

2n2i (  k“V0(s,t) + k“V,(s,t) + k“V3(s,t) )  (E.2);

2n2i (  g“*Ws,t) + k“k" Wn (s,t) + k^k"W33(s,t) + k V W ^ s ,! )

+[kakj] W0](s,t) + [kakp W03(s,t) + [k“k*] W13(s,t) )

(E.3)

With (X(s,t)} and (Z(s,t)} the coefficients of the integrals with three and four 

powers of loop momentum respectively in the numerator of the integrand, using a 

notation that is a natural continuation of (E.2) and (E.3) above, but not given in full

form here for lack of space. For example Z(s,t) is the coefficient of the [g001 gP^]

term whilst Zn (s,t) is the coefficient of the [ g ^ k ^ k ^ ]  term.

Proceeding as before with the bubble diagram calculation in appendix D, the 

Cutkosky rules are applied to the integrand of equation (E.l) giving:

Im ¥(s,t) = 4 j d n  j — 2 ------- -— — (E.4)
4VsJ ((q-kp - m Xtq-kj) - m )

then applying (D.4) to the denominator means it can be rewritten using
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(q -k j)-m 2 = - 2 q k ( a - z 1) (E.5a)

(q-k3)2- m2 = -2qk'(a2-  z j  (E.5b)

where q“= (Vs/2 , q ) , q = Iq l and kj and k3 as given in appendix A for the reaction 

T t - *  p p .

k.q k .q  
Zl_ "kq" ’ Z2_ Tq" (E 6a)

s - 2k2 s - 2k?
°t l = - 4kq— ’ a 2= _ 4Fq“  (E'6b)

V s /  S 2
Using k=-j- and k'=^ /  — - m one obtains

2m2
— -  and a 2= 1 + --------- (E.7)
4m s - 4m

and z is related to the Mandelstam variables as

t - u 2z = — — , s+t+u = 2m 
4kk

So that (E.4) simplifies to

Im ¥(s,t) = j —  [------- — -------- (E.8)
16Vs q k k J ZjXoy z^)

The easiest way to do the solid angle integration in (E.8) above is to use the 

expansion (A.4), so that

op' r P (z )
Im q-(Slt) = _ 7l _ y ( 2 n + l ) Q n( a )  |d £ 2 -S -^ - (E.9)16Vs qkk ^  " 2 J a

( recall that Pn(z) and the associated Qn(z) are defined in appendixA)

The two ’internal' scattering angles 0j and 02 (z!=cos0! and Z2=cos02) are
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related (the same situation as the two body unitarity in chapter 7, equation (7.9))

Z2=  z  Zj +  (1 -Z j)2 (1 -z 2) 2 coscp ( E .1 0 )

where z is the cosine of the ’external' scttering angle (4.5). Thus Pn(z2) can be 

rewritten using a standard identity, equation (A.3), the integration over cos(mcp) 

vanishes for all m so the final result i s :

oo
471 V

*<«> = T ^ H k F  2 ,  <2n+1> W  W  p»(z> (E -»)
n  n=0

Barut [84] shows that the integration (E.8) can be done in closed form: 

f dQ 4ir , a a - Z v
; — T7— ( E12)J ( a j -  Z j) ( a 2-  z j  \ X  VX

w h e r e  X s  a 2 +  a 2 +  z 2- 1 -  2 a  a  z  ( E .1 3 )1 2  1 2  v '

This can also be obtained by simply making use of the following identity , from 

Whittaker and Watson [85],

Z(2n+1) Qn(a,) Q„(a2) P„(z) = ̂  Qo( ) <E-14)

A slightly different method of calculation is adopted for the higher order 

integrals ( equations (E.2),(E.3) etc ) to that used for the bubble and triangle 

diagrams. Using the four vectors k,kj4c3 to determine a set of linear equations of 

which {ImV(s,t)J , [ImW(s,t)] etc are the solutions , introduces ’spurious cuts’ in 

the t-channel , thus making the single dispersion relation approach unviable. 

However if the Legendre expansion, of the form (E.l 1), is used then the coefficients 

have a relatively simple form. In which case it seems to be only necessary when
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calculating the numerical value (and so z is constant) of the imaginary part of the 

coefficient to take the first non-zero term in each expansion. It is not at all clear that 

this remains true when one applies the single dispersion relation and z is no longer 

constant but a function of s and t.

Consider an example of how the coefficients were evaluated. Apply the 

Cutkosky rules to (E.2) to give

We define the following four vectors to project out the components of qa

and note that we are working in the particular frame of reference in which

Contract both sides of equation (E.15) with the Pxyt2 and ka in turn giving a 

set of four equations, and recalling that the Cutkosky rules (D.4) means that kq=k2/2 

and that kk1=kk3=s/2

kaImV0+ k^IrnVjH- k^ImV.

(E.15)

ka= ( Vs, 0 ) ,

(E.l 6b)

= k* ImV-x 3
(E.l 7a)

(E.17b)

 *------ dO
16Vs qkk J

  ______ = kImV1 + k^ImV3 (E.17c)
(ctj- Zj) (a2- z^

— r - ----------- \dQ
16Vs qkk J

kaa
_______ s-------= k2ImV0+ kkjImVj
(aj- Zi> (a2- z,)

+ kk3lmV3 (E.17d)
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Using the expansion of (a 2- Z2)'1 and Pn(z2) used in the evaluation of (E.9) the 

basic integrand is rewritten as

f dQ v  f f P (z,)
---------------------   X(2n+1) Q fa ,)  { Pfz)  d O - i - L

j  (a ,- z,) (Oj- h) t o  " 2 ” J a ,-  z.

m=i r(n+m+l) n J ar Zj
(H. 18)

Noting that it follows from the definitions of z1 and z2 (E.6a) and the 

components of k and k' (E.l6b) that in component form q is 

q = q ( sinGj coscp , sinGj sincp , cosGj)

The LHS side of (E.l7b) is zero because of the sincp dcp integration, this then 

leaves three equations to determine three unknowns. The linear equations 

(E.17a,c,d) are solved, giving:

.  . . . .  i f  1 f ^ ( 1 ' k (qz-Oxco,e) - k'x \ImVn(s,t) = — { — -1— —  dQ ---------------------------- —— )
2 16Vs qkk J ( n - 7 \ ( n ~ 7 \

{ \ q z- qxcotG) - k’’1- 

J ( a f  Zj) (a2- Zj)

(q - q cotG)

(a)
v r tq - q uuio;

Im V .& t) = r rr  ]<&---------— ---------  0>)16Vs qkk J ^

k* 1 r q
Im V,(s,t) = -.-rr ------------------ 5---------  (°)16Vsqkk J (ctr Zj) ^

(E.19)

Using the expansion (E.l8) and performing the dcp integration in equation (c) 

above yields:
_i_

271 qk’ 1 ^  (n-1)! .pi, .(*, *Vzi)
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27iqk’’1 r  3  i 4

ImV3(s't) = 1 6 ^ F  I  2! W  p ,(z) J  ( Qo(“ ,) - 0 , ( 0 . ) )

+ 3? E2 “5“  ̂Qi(a i) " QsC ĵ) )

+ -  } (E.20)

Evaluating at Vs=1.6GeV one finds that

Qi(a 2) (Q0(a P - Q2(a i ) ) » Q2(a 2) (Qi(a i> - Q3(« i))
Provided that z remains constant it is thus reasonable to take the first term in the 

curly brackets of (E.20) and usimg the facts that

P j(z) = -J 1- z and k'x = k' yj  1- z

and expressing k and k’ in terms of s one obtains

ImV3(s,t) =  — Y  Qi(a 2) (  Qo(a i) ‘ Qi(a i) )  <E-21)
s (s - 4m )

which is independent of z and hence independent of t. Similarly for Im V ^ t)

2n a .
ImVj(s,t) = — £±  Q0(a2) <^(04) (E.22)

s

Exactly the same methods are used to derive the rest of the integral formulae 

coefficients, again using the approximation of taking the first non-zero term in the 

expansion Qn(a2) this seems to be valid in that range of s values that we are 

interested. But when z becomes a function of s and t, such as when we try to 

reconstruct the real part by applying a single dispersion relation to s, then this 

scheme is almost certain to fail as there will probably be higher order terms making 

significant contributions.
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(C)

(d)

ImW(s't) = £  W(Qo(«i) ’ Q2(«,)) (a)

ImWn (s,t) = 3L Q0(a2)((3a^-1 ) 0 ^ ,)  - 3 a ,)  (b )
s

t o w » ( w ) = 7 7 " ,  2 Q2(aJ (  - T  W + T  Q > , ) )3s(s - 4m ) ' /

ImW13(s,t) =  2 L ----- Ql(a )( QjCa,) - a fijia . ) )
s (s - 4m ) <Xj

z = ^  ^  Q2(“ . ) + 7  w )
2 (e)

Im Zn  = (S'  4m ) Q ^ Q ^ a , )  - Q4(a,)) (f)
28s

101 Z33 = 56s + +

(g)

Z 1133= ^  +  I T  Q 2( a i } '  ^  Q 4(Ctl> +  )2 s
(h)

(E.23)

These are the coefficients required for the calculation of the imaginary pan of 

the yy—>pp loop amplitudes.

The functions above (E.23) are all nominally functions of s and t but in the 

approximation taken the z (and hence t) dependence has disappeared. Thus these are 

also the integral formulae coefficients for the (2134) box diagram, which is obtained 

from the (1234) diagram by k j f - ^ ,  t<->u and a<-»7t interchange.These are the 

coefficients required for the calculation of the imaginary part of the yy—>pp loop 

(box diagram) amplitudes.
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(ii) Spectral Function s.tYi

The function Im(Im'F(s,t)) can be calculated by applying Cutkosky’s rule to 

each of the four propagators in the box diagram (1234), making a change of 

variables and doing the integration. This is done in reference [83].

An easier method, is to follow Barut [84] and Mandelstam [86] in noting that 

the function

and the discontinuity of the function ImvF(s,t) across this cut is easily calculated, 

noting that z is linearly related to t:

is an analytic function of z except for the cut [ z c,-k » ) ,  where

zc:= + (a* - 1)2 (a2 - 1)2 (E.24)

Thus the double dispersive spectral function is :

Im( In m s ,t) ) =
s(s - 4m2) VX

0

(E.25)
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Appendix F SUfft) Predictions for yy—̂VV

We wish to calculate the relative strengths of the R V ^  and Ryy couplings

according to SU(3), where R is a resonance and VjVj  are the vector mesons p, co, 

k* and (p.

The vector meson matrix M is

A P+ k*+

M = P" B k*° (F.l)

k*' k*° <P _

A = ^ P °  + CO) , B == ̂ < - p0 + co) (F.2)

Ignoring the off-diagonal terms the intermediate (pseudoscalar) resonance matrix is

M =

a

. b

s

(F.3)

a = ̂ { v 0 + a )  , b = ^ ( - v 0+ a )  (F.4)

The 'effective Lagrangian' for the RMjM2 vertex is

LRMM= T r{ r K X U  <f -5>

where the subscript is the four momentum label of the vector meson and strictly 

speaking there should be a coupling costant in front of the trace in (F.5) but we can 

set this to =1 since only relative couplings are required.

Considering the diagonal elements only of R, these are the only ones that

couple to yy, one obtains
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L rvv  “  ^2  °P ° P j  +  ^2  ° (p {P 2 +  P2Pj)

+  V2 aco co +  V2 v°(a> p° +10  p°)
1 2  r  2 2 1

+ ^  v°+ o  + V2s) ( k*+(l) k*"(2) + k*'(l) k*+(2))

+ (-v°+ a  + >/2s) ( k*°(l) k*°(2) + k*°(2) k*°(l))

+ 2s<pi <p2 (F.6)

The particle identity (1 or 2) is written as an argument and not a subscript for the 

k*k* system.

Under SU(3) the electromagnetic current jcm transforms as:

j l = j “ + 4 j“ (F-7)

j3 is the Isovector component and jg the Isosinglet component 

The Gell-Mann matrices X3 and are

\j= diag(l,-l, 0) , diag(l, 1,-2)

which implies that jem has the following form:

j^n= j  diag( 2,-1,-1) A“ (F-8)

Thus the effective Lagrangian for Ryy is

K  =Tr{ RD L ( l ) . j ma(2 )]+ }Ry y  c m  c m a  T

which simplifies to:

L = —  ( 3v°+ 5a + V2s) A A° (F.10)
Ryy 9 a

The couplings may now be read off from (F.6) and (F.10)

a  = c  = g = g o = ^2 
opV ap+p” 00X0 v cop0

g = 2  sqxp

1 4 4



and the following couplings to the k*'s

g v“+ - =  ' g , ° 0 0  =  g o  +  -  =  g O0 0 =  7 1

ge+ - = g£oo = 1 (F .ll)

The two-photon couplings are

g =5 , g c =3 , g =V2 (F.12)V yy Sff v y

The couplings are then used to calculate ratios of the cross sections for 

yy—>VV, assuming that the underlying mechanism is pseudoscalar meson exchange.

For example the process yy—>pp has the following amplitudes

m (w - V p° > = . ^

M(rr->p+p 7 = g  . T (Fi3)opV oyy

The 1/V2 that is present for the neutral channel is because there are two 

identical outgoing particles, T represents the 'basic amplitude' which we do not 

know and thus has to be eliminated.

Taking the cross section to be the square of the amplitude we obtain

aCvy—»o°oQ) _ * ( ĝp°p° )

o(nr->p+p") V p-

but we know from (F .ll)  that the Charged and neutral couplings to the 1=0

resonance o  are equal, so

gfvy->p°p°l - 1  
a(yy->P+P") 2

In this way we obtain all the other cross sections as multiples of one particular 

cross section, such as o(n~>®P°)» results ^  ®ven “  (31)*
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Graph Captions

Graph 3.1

Graph 3.2

Graph 3.3

Graph 3.4 

Graph 3.5

Graph 4.1 

Graph 4.2

Graph 5.1

Comparison of cross sections on the yy-»p°p° no-tag data. Also 

shown are the upper limits of yy->p+p~ from JADE [30]. Taken from 

reference [29].

Cross section for yy-»cop° . The error bars are purely statistical. Also 

shown is the expected a2(1320) contribution (full line), a 4-quark 

state prediction [48]-[50] (dotted) with m=1.65 GeV and a<)=0.5 and 

the prediction by a t-channel factorization model [53] (hatched 

region). Taken from reference [38].

Cross section for yy-»coco vs. (=Vs in thesis notation). The error 

bars shown are statistical. The systematic uncertainty is 20%. Taken 

from reference [39].

Cross sections for the reactions a) yy—»k*°k*°; b) yy—»k*°k'7rt'+ c.c 

and c) yy—»k+k'7t+7T' (non-resonant). Taken from reference [40]. 

Cross sections vs. W.^ Systematical errors are not included.

a) yy-»k*+k*‘ (crosses) compared with yy—»k*°k*° (dots) from[40]

b) Topological yy—>ks°ks07t+7t_ .

c) Topological yy—»ks°kT n0̂  (crosses) together with non-resonant 

yy->ks°tfr 'nPK± (dots). Taken from reference [41].

The HLS model tree-level cross-section (in nb) for yy-»p+p~, 

equation (4.14), as function of W=Vs in GeV.

The HLS model tree-level cross section (in nb) for yy—»p+p~, 

equation (4.17),as a function of x where s=xm2. c 0 (dashed line), 

5g2 (dot-dashed line) and G= Gq+ 5o2 (full line).

Equation (5.25), showing the region of integration for the 

double-dispersion relation representation of 4/(s,t).
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Graph 7.1

Graph 7.2

Graph 7.3

Unitarity test for the T0+ +++ scattering amplitude, where x is defined 

by s=xm2.

Case (a) rr0+ + + +l (dashed line) to be compared with l(ZMM*)0l (one 

dot-dashed line).

Case (b) IT0+ + + +I (two dots-dashed line) to be compared with 

l(XMM*)0l (three dots-dashed line).

Decomposition of (LMM*)0, equation (7.23), into component parts 

for case (b) ie only the Bom amplitudes. T0++++ (dashed line),

T0+ + '•  (dot-dashed line), T0+ + 0 ° (two dots-dashed line), T0+ + + - 

(three dots-dashed line) and just visible above the x-axis is 

T0+ + + °= - T0+ + ‘ 0 (for case b) (four dots-dashed line) and the 

resultant total (LMM*)0 (full line).

Unitarity test for tc+tr  scattering, s-wave amplitude (dashed line), 

p-wave amplitude (dot-dashed line) and unitarity limit (full line).
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